ELEVENTH STUDY TOUR TO EUROPE- MAY 2015
A CONCEPT BY
ASSOCIATION OF THE FRIENDS OF GERMANY
Association of the Friends of Germany ( Vereinigung der Freunde Deutschlands), founded in 1972 (and
registered under various acts), is recognized as Returnees' Association by the Carl Deusberg Gesselschaft,
Germany (Now InWEnt) since 1979.
As one of its objectives, AFG has so far organized for stay of about 800 guests from Germany & German
speaking countries in Pune over the last 39 years.Through these guests many small bridges of friendship were
built between Pune & Germany.Stress is given on the stay of german students in families in Pune & vice versa.
First group of 30 Indian students visited Germany in 1991 and stayed mostly in german families. This group
performed a programme "Colourful India" at seven different places including Bremen, Berlin, Munich & Nurenberg.
This friendship has been continued since then through frequent visits of our students to Europe including, of
course, Germany.The co-operation between two partner cities Pune & Bremen has increased considerably
and is reflected in generous financial assistance from the Bremen State Office for Development and Cooperation to the tune of Rs. 12.0 Million in the last seventeen years for various activities carried out by the
Local NGOs in different fields like Developing awareness for protection of environment, reduction of exhaust
emission level of city public transport buses, development of integrated bio-gas plants, energy plants on
sewerage, improving the life of poor women and children in slums by providing education, review of
school text books and helping physically handicapped, slow-learning and mentally retarded children,
Family Welfare activities and Promotion of Environmentol awareness and scientific outlook.
Executive Committee : Mr.A.N.Godbole ( Chairman), Dr. J.V.Damle (Vice Chairman), Mr. Shriniwas
Pendse (Treasurer), Dr.V.G.Neurgaonkar (Secretary), Mr. S.G.Purohit (Joint Secretary)
******************

Homburgisches Gymnasium, Nümbrecht
In this Gymnasium (High School) , there are about 750 pupils (Out of this, 320 in High School) and sixty
two teachers.
The school is provided with refectory (Cafeteria) for lunch, welfare centre, advanced insruction centre,
the centre for physically or mentally challenged students, facilities fr physical fitness, sports, fine arts, self
study (reading rooms) recreation centre, computer & online ( ie. Internet) facility, facility for learning
English, French, Latin] Foreign relations programmes for France & Italy including areas like Energy,
Ecology, Sociology & Science. Students also have numerous multipurpose extra curricular opportunities
*********************

SOTC
SOTC is a part of the Swiss Group KUONI TRAVEL, established in 1906, which is one of the World's largest
travel companies. SOTC is India's key outbound travel brand and is a leader in providing an array of
products under one roof , namely SOTC WORLD FAMOUS Escorted Tours, SOTC DO IT YOURSELF HOLID AYS for Individual Travel, SOTC MICE Tours for Corporates, SOTC Trade Fair Tours for Business Travel,
SOTC SPORTS, SOTC Students Holiday Study Tours, SOTC Wedding Tours and SOTC Domestic Holidays
amongst others. At SOTC you are assured that you will have an entirely new level of holiday experience.
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Messages : Reprinted from 6th Europe Study Tour Booklet.
Message from the German Consul of the Federal Republic of Germany
I am very happy to learn that this study tour and exchange program has completed 15 years,
promoting exchange between Indian and German students. It is a pleasure to hear that this
cultural program experiences a great success within the local Indian and German Community.
I hope all students enjoyed the family stay in Bergneustadt and the interaction with German
students of the Städtische Realschule.
Cultural exchange programs for young students are of great value to experience the
similarities and the differences between our countries. Thanks to this exchange program students have
got a first hand insight of German culture and way of life. The exchange program strengthens the Indian
and German bonds, which will eventually lead to further cooperation in fields like politics and economic
relations, academic exchange and cultural ties. The close cooperation between Germany and India in
various fields is also based on cultural programs like this. I would welcome if this
program created an ongoing interest for Germany and Indo-German relations. May
this program be continued for many more years and may it carry out to be a great
success in the future.
Association of Friends of Germany was founded in 1972 and recognized as returnees association
by Carl Duisberg Gesellschaft of Germany now known as InWEnt from 1979. Many small bridges of
friendship were built between Pune and Germany through these guests. These achievements can
only be made possible by a dedicated team.
Since 1998 Dr. Savita Kelkar has been organizing Students exchange programme personally
I admire the strength and the accomplishment reached by Dr. Savita Kelkar with her exchange
programme. Students are given the excellent opportunity not only to travel to Europe but to use
their in College acquired language skills!
During their stay with German families and visit to Städtische Realschule, ( school) in Bergneustadt
town the Indian as well as German students showcase their extracurricular talents through stage performances.
As an expert in the field of foreign language teaching I must acknowledge the great value of this programme
for the learning motivation and hereby the opportunities given to the students. I congratulate Dr. Savita
Kelkar and her team heartily and I am looking forward to meet next year's exchange group in Europe. I wish
all the best to the students and parents!
Sophie Engel, Pedagogical Expert, Max Mueller Bhavan/ Goethe- Institut Pune
Roving Ambassador and a trend setter Dr. Savita Vinayak Kelkar deserves to be profusely
congratulated for adopting a new trend in the area of Personality Development of young
students. In the process she has become extremely popular among the students world.
Cultural Exchange Programme has been a traditional custom in (Bharat) i.e. India for
ages. Dr. Savita has obviously taken a cue from this fact. She has been visiting various
countries in the West particularly Germany and a few countries in the rest of the world. In
the process, she has become a serving ambassador of a famous educational society namely
the Deccan Educational Society, Pune. She participates in all social and cultural activities
in the DES. The management council of the Deccan Education Society took a special note of her multifarious
personal achievements and selected her as a lady life member of the Deccan Education Society. Since
almost 50%of the teaching staff consists of ladies Dr. Savita has one more onerous responsibility in lieu .
Naturally she has become equally popular in her colleagues.
That is not all while in the initial stages she took only students learning German language. Now she
welcomes College students from all other areas too. Besides this the students have now roped in their
parents too. They all go to visit the foreign countries, manage to stay with the local families for a short
period and invite them in return. This is why I call Dr. Savita a roving ambassador. Dr. Savita is a vital
member of a joint family but has been managing her responsibilities inside and outside her home, dutifully
well. She conducts large gathering very comfortably. She is equally at home on the fields. She has played
Volleyball, Table tennis and tennis during her school, college and university days.
On the academic side she has her Masters in German also Masters in Education and for her Ph.D. she
had chosen a subject close to her heart viz. Cultural Exchange Programme. The Yashawantrao Chavan
Maharashtra Open University honored her with Ph.D. Do join me for giving a big clap and calling three
cheers to Dr. Savita Vinayak Kelkar.
Shri Vasant Shankar Kanitkar,
Ex. Chairman, Deccan Education Society
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Message From Barbara Pauels
Tue, Oct 20, 2015

Dear Savita,

Now that you have completed so many successful exchange programs in India as well as
in Germany, I felt its high time to contribute a few words about our friendship.
If I remember well, around that time, when my husband Ajay was director of IMDR, we
were introduced to each other on that very campus in 2007 by Ajay. From that time onwards we
felt lots of sympathy for each other. You supported me in writing this guide for a German
textbook and we spent many hours together at the PC. How often I heard your happy “helllow…
guten Morgen “ while walking up the path from the gate to our house. We had tea and you
took active part in being a wonderful friend to our son Neil also. He was always enthusiastic,
when Savita aunty came to us. In your house my family enjoyed Ganesha festivals, dinners and
just simple droppings by. Now you have a new spacious flat, which I have not see yet, but the
memories of your tiny balcony in the older house, sitting on a wooden chair with some pillows
on it, holding a nice cup of tea and enjoying Makarands botany under the self green painted
sunscreans – priceless!!! We had wonderful moments, exchanges of information, problems,
latest news, tips and hints for daily life. From you I learned a lot to manage my Indian household
and still use it. In this year you and Mr. Pendse have been my guests for a few days and Indian
atmosphere and inspiration has moved in with you. We sad relaxed in Kurta pajama around my
dining table, enjoying Indian food, refreshing old dear memories. In exchange Neil and I took
you around on a stroll around the houses and gardens in my area. At that time, the tulips were
blooming I remember. Luckily you took some photos. Many thanks to Mr. Pendse for the lovely
dates we had not so long back and this pretty present you brought like this Pooja plate, it
decorates my small Ganesha corner; not to forget the Odomos ointment and Mosquito coils I
have ordered, since I know, its working great! India is very present in my house and we live its
culture to a large extend in cooking, using agarbatti and flowers for the worship of the Ganesha
statue, 'kitti wasle' Neil often asks, when he fears to be late for the bus.
My parents have shifted in a different apartment last year and were happy to welcome
you after such a long time. We had typically coffee and cake, typical German and warmed up
nice memories. You and Mr. Pendse have written in our family guestbook, what is an honor for
the family and makes you unforgotten.
You got a guestroom in my house as well as Mr. Pendse, but you decided not to sleep
there. So we took a mattress and put it in my room under the roof. So, Neil, you and myself
slept there, chit chatting till late in the night. It gave me memories of my childhood, when I had
a friend overnight. Its like, we are sisters. This is, why I feel, India occupies a huge part in my
heart and it's you and your family to keep the fire burning. I wish you, your family and the
wonderful work you do with the students exchange program as well as the parents exchange
blessings from god, be only honest hearted people be with you and nurture the international
friendship and openness for other cultures.
Warm greetings

Barbara
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Looking Back, looking forward- Dr. Savita Kelkar
This year we organized the 11th study tour to Europe. Since 1996 I have been organizing Exchange Programs
and in 2004 I started with the study tours to Europe in which family stay in Germany along
with a school visit was included . The need arose to start a new programme, because I could
not accommodate all the students in the exchange and there were also queries from the
other schools and Colleges. I will never forget the support and guidance given by the then
chairman of DES Shri. Vasanrao Kanitkar, Secretary Dr.Yashwant Toro and Dr. Vasant
Wagh, the then Principal of Fergusson College. They guided me and supported me
wholeheartedly.They even taught me how to compare quotations. Now I am happy to say
that I have completed a “Vn” ie 12 years of this programme . Each programme, is a new
and learning experience. This year Pendse Sir and I went ahead of the group, on 2nd May Dr. (Mrs.) Savita Kelkar
2015. Pendse Sir is a person, who gives us constant support, but does not speak about it.
You can find all the qualities of a true leader in him. Mr.Arvind Godbole, Mr. Jayant Damle, Mr. Sadanand Purohit, Dr.
Vijay Neurgaokar, Mr Shriniwas Pendse, late Mr.Vijay Mahajani and Dr.Vineeta Mahajani, all these life members
of the Association of the Friends of Germany, since 1973, are there to guide and help us. I am always grateful to them.
Pendse Sir and I wanted to meet our old friends, who had helped us with the earlier exchanges.
We first visited Barbara and her son Neil. She had come to pick us up on the Köln-Bonn airport and it was just
wonderful to be with them and catch up with the old times. We first went to visit her parents. I had met them in Pune
and also in Germany during my last visit. So it was really great to have “Kaffee und Kuchen” with her family. We also
met her brother Marcus and his wife Tanja. The love and affection between their families is the same as in India.
According to me, you go anywhere in the world, “Love and bonds between many families are strong; the ways of
expressing them are different.” We stayed with Barbara for two days. We could feel her aesthetic sense everywhere
in the house, in the garden, in the kitchen, in the drawing room. In the basement, she has made her office; there is
washing machine and a sewing machine. Their two new friends- the guinea pigs- Bobby and Rosi stay in a huge
wooden cage constructed by Barbara herself. You do not need a lot of money for this, only imagination and planning.
Neil is a wonderful boy. Growing up very well, he is a very sensitive and emotional boy. Sometimes it is difficult
for him to adjust with other German boys, because many a times Neil thinks of others, he understands the needs of
others, he is compassionate and when not reciprocated, he feels hurt. But I am sure as he grows, he will learn to
adjust in this new environment. He accompanied us to Sankt Augustin and showed us around. Last time Makarand
(my husband) and I had visited Sankt Augustin with Barbara's mother.This area is very quiet and nice. Barbara had
prepared lovely food for us. We had asparagus with spring potatoes, scrambled eggs and sauce Hollandaise (butter
sauce). In the night we chatted till midnight.
In the evening, we had gone for a walk around the residential area where Barbara and Neil live. The single
bungalows with the neat and tidy gardens were glowing from the multicolored tulips and other spring flowers. We took
lots of photos. Barbara and Neil were giving us information about the place. Then we went for a drive to Bonn on Rhine.
wow! It was so beautiful. We saw the cargo and passenger ships moving up and down the Rhine. The silhouette of
Bonn with all the churches, the opera house as well as the Beethoven Hall looked impressive.
Next morning it was very difficult for us to say bye to Neil, when he left for the school. Neil went to a private
Christian Realschule in Bonn for his 5th standard, but changed the school for 6th standard to the Albert Einstein
Gymnasium in Sankt Augustin, since commuting to Bonn was too much for him. He wants to become an architect
and is happy to be in the Albert Einstein Gymnasium now, from where he can make the Abitur, a precondition to study
at the university.
Then Barbara came to drop us on the bus station. She helped us with the tickets, enquired about our bus to
Overath and with heavy hearts we said good bye to each other. From there, we took bus and got down at Saint
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Augustin. Our friend Ingrid Grosshans came there to pick up us. With her we went to a few shops to buy a few things.
It has always been fun to be with her. She is a very warm person. I first met her at Rohini Damle's daughter's wedding.
W e had lunch together.Then I had invited her home. She visited me and then every time I went to Kaarst, I visited her.
She took me on Mosel, Bonn, and Köln. We discuss different authors, poets. She tells me a lot about the latest
trends in Germany. With Makarand also we three had gone on the Mosel, stayed in Trabi- Trabach, visited Engelkirsche,
went for a 10 km walk. It was lovely.
This time also, Pendse Sir and I went with her for a walk around the lake in Gummersbach. It was eight o'clock
in the evening but was looking like it was 5.30-6 o'clock in the evening. The weather was beautiful, few people were
jogging, and a few were walking fast with sticks. Geese were swimming in the lake. The atmosphere was so mesmerizing
and serene, I didn't feel like leaving that place.
During a visit to her, she had invited her friend Christle Stinski - Röschke for breakfast. Christle said to me – “you
can bring your study tour students for a family stay to Bergneustadt. We would like to host them, you can visit
städtische Realschule.” She discussed this proposal with the principal and her friend and colleague Dorothee HovelKleibrink. Thrice we visited the school and stayed with the wonderful families, presented cultural program, attended
lectures and shared views. Our teacher friend Angelika and her students prepared lovely lunch for us. From both
sides, students exchanged views. Some of them went again and met their friends; a few also came to India and
stayed with the partners. These are the small ways in which friendships are built. After the third exchange with
Realschule, Christle wrote to me that, as the number of students is reducing in Realschule, they would find it difficult
to host us. My friend Rohini Damle and her husband Dr. Damle had gone for Ingrid's 60th birthday. During that
celebration Rohini met Edith, who was a teacher in Homburgisches Gymnasium, Nümbrecht. After Rohini came
back, she had a good news for me. She said, they would love to host us. I sent Edith a mail and through her I got to
know Esther and Ulla. We started writing to each other and now after the family stay for three groups in Nümberecht,
we will be organising exchange programme with this school. It is such a wonderful feeling.
Ingrid prepared a special dinner for us. We again had amazing time with her.At midnight we had our magnificent
Turkish food and next morning she came to drop us at the school in Nümbrecht. Luckily she had work in that area so
it suited us also very well. Otherwise it would have been very difficult to carry suitcases in public transport.
After we went to the school, we met Ulla. She took us to the Director of the school who greeted us officially.The
same afternoon he had to Berlin because their girls' team was playing baseball. Next four days he himself was
sending updates regarding the game and how the girls were playing and it was appreciated by all staff members.
After the school, Pendse Sir and I went to Ulla's home and had delicious soup and bread and then cake with Ulla
and Walter. Walter is also a very warm person. During my last trip, I had stayed four days with them and it was
memorable. I had met their daughter Angelika and we had gone to Bonn. In the evening Esther and another colleague
Martin Schröder came for dinner. Esther had prepared a sweet dish. I also had carried gulpoli, puran poli, bakarwadi
and ambawadi. We had a delightful dinner together and after dinner Walter and Martin played few symphonies on the
piano together. It was just wonderful. After dinner I went with Esther and Pendse Sir went with Martin. It was again
good to stay with Esther.Three years ago Mrs. Jyoti Savarkar and I had stayed with Esther and Mary, and Mangala
Chitale with Edith. This time I got Ben's room. Last time I had met Ben- Esther's elder son. Now he is studying at
London. It was in the attic. My room was nice and cozy. Only I had to be very careful while climbing the stairs
because they were bit narrow. Manfred carried my suitcase upstairs. Next four days were just magical. Esther and I
cooked together and planned many things, were very happy to see that everybody (from both the groups- German and
Indian student, even elders including me) had such a warm treatment. For then ew were "Atithi devo Bhava''. Our
students had prepared presentations on political system in Germany and India (Apoorva and Saloni) and Hinduism.
'Marriage system' in India was a last moment addition by me as Esther told me that last time it was appreciated a lot
by the students. Secondly it really gives an opportunity to start thinking about the system in India and Germany. How
difficult it is in different states, and how different in cities and villages.
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In India there are many smaller 'Indias' where each one is different. Suppose you visit a small village in Rajasthan
and compare with Delhi- you just cannot do that. They all are poles apart. What we talk about customs and traditions,
is seen more in small town than in metropolitan cities 'Dance demo' was a super hit. Aishwarya, Soha and Parul can
do Kathak. We also had five Guitarists who could play and sing. (Shubham, Varad, Aniket, Rohit and Hrishikesh.)
The interaction in different classes was really excellent. There was so much of give and take, especially about 'love
marriage'. My German colleague said, “if you don't find a suitable person, you visit a matrimonial website and try to
find a suitable boy/girl." In India the same is done with help of parents or relatives. As many families are still joint
families in India (especially in towns and villages) it is always good to get a boy or girl with similar background culture,
traditions, customs, etc. If it is a love marriage, then caste, creed, religion do not play a role but many a times it is not
easy for the couple, if the girl's or boy's side does not agree with the match / choice.
When our students do presentation, the preparation / orientation programme helps them a lot. Jaya Gadgil,
Rekha Palshikar, Pendse sir, Rohini Damle, Tushar Jaykar, Dr. Christoph Semft, Evelyn Regenfuss, Shilpa Rege,
Mary Fernandes, Mrs Poonam Joshi- Paranjpe, Dr. S.M. Chitale, Mrs. Jyoti Sawarkar (Please refer to the orientation
page and also the feedback). All these exchange programmes are successful, because we give a lot of inputs in the
orientation. By the time we finish the orientation, our participants are so confident that they can deal with any situation
and discuss about many things with the German partner and the families. If they want to opine about something, or
discuss about some controversial issues, they can do it firmly but politely.
When we went to Berlin, Anja Schütze and her brother Momas came to meet us. Anja had conducted many
workshops for the students and teachers of PaSch in Pune. (partner school programme). We got to know each other
very well. During a visit she said, she would like to bring her family i.e. her parents and brother to India. I advised her
to bring them first to my home, let them stay for 3-4 days, let them get acclimatized and then take a tour. She
appreciated my advice. Her parents Roland and mother Angelika and brother Momas are like her, very easy to please
. Angelika came to our Ankur school for Diwali party, she also came as the chief guest for the prize distribution of our
Abhivyakti programme. Roland joined us for my singing class of Mrs. Mangalatai Chitale, learnt “Vitthal Vitthal Gajari”
and taught us “Wie va, wie vala Musika.” We had a really fantastic time with them. Momas and my son Aneesh, Anja
and my daughter Neha, Roland, Angelika and I and Makarand even my Mother- in –law , we liked them a lot! Simple
and happy people. They also came to Fergusson College and interacted with my students of German Language.
Whenever I have German guests, I make it a point to take them to my class in Fergusson and also to Fergusson
Centre for languages. When one gets a chance to interact with the native speaker, one can get a lot of firsthand
knowledge and develop confidence. In our home also, there was so much of laughter and exchange of thoughts.
Momas came again with his girlfriend Laura for 6 months. We hunted for an apartment on Prabhat road for them. They
visited us often and it was again like old times. So when I met them again in Berlin, we had so much to share and to
catch up with many of my study tour students also got a chance to interact with them. They discussed with Anja
about higher studies in Germany, and about media courses with Momas. This year Makarand and I are planning to
visit them in Rabenau in May. Whenever you have guests, the whole family should be equally involved; otherwise the
guests do not feel comfortable. But our family loves having people, and are ready to take extra efforts, whether for
Indians , or foreigners, relatives or friends!
Our group was very well behaved like our earlier groups. Mrs. Shilpa Rege put a lot of efforts to interview
students and select them. Her sister Dr. Manali Khedkar, her friends Mrs. Pallavi Deshpande and Mrs. Swapna
Marathe were also with us. All the students behaved very well and as usual we got a lot of praise from the school and
host families. I said “ it is because of our parents, who imbibe correct values in their children.” German parents and
students take so much care of us, they ask our students what they would like to do? Did they like the food? My
students really feel pampered with the German families. Esther, Ulla all the school authorities and the German
students and parents, they do so much for us. You can read the detailed articles about the family stay. Even the
German students have written, how they felt, when we stayed with them.
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The next evening Dr.Anja Hallacker, her husband Christoph and her daughter Kiara came to meet us. Anja was
working in Pune for five years as DAAD director. We got to know each other and Makarand and Christoph also
became friends, so it was wonderful to meet them again. When her parents had come, I got a chance to meet them,
and they are also very approachable. When Anja was in Pune, she guided the students about the higher studies in
Germany. Her assistants Girija and Dhanashree are my students. Girija had taken part in the fourth exchange
programme. Dr.Anja Hallacker and vice consul Mrs. Daniela Dirkar had come to guide my earlier batch students. Now
Dr. Chrisoph Senft, Anja's successor is also doing a commendable job. He came and guided my students about the
family stay. Mrs. Evelyn Regenfus also had come to talk to students about the family stay and cultural programme.
Christhoph and Evelyn made my students so comfortable, that when our students went for a family stay with Germans,
they did not have any inhibitions. Now Evelyn is in Munich and in the comming may I will go and meet her.
We went to Munich and we wanted to meet Sophie Engel. Like her name, she is really an angel. She initiated the
Partner School Programme in different schools and colleges in Pune. (PaSch) took lot of efforts to run it successfully,
when she was coordinating , we teachers and students got a lot of opportunities to enrich our language and experience
more about Germany. She was also very understanding because she believed in cooperation and partnership. Sophie
came to brief my students about the family stay and also as the chief guest along with our ex chairman Vasantraoji
Kanitkar.Twice we visited Sophie in Prague. Now she is working as the Language head in Goethe Institutes, head
office in Munich.
What I appreciate is, all these people are extremely busy. In spite of their busy schedule, they spare their
valuable time, and come and talk to our students, give them useful tips. My comfort level in Germany is so good,
because if I need any help, I know I can bank on any of them. I have my German friends, who would go out of the way
and help me and my students.
When I think why these exchange programmes and study tours are so successful- the answer is "because of the
wonderful “TEAM”. There are so many German and other language teachers and motivational speakers, parents from
German and Indian families, Authorities of the schools i.e. Albert Einstein Gymnasium, Kaarst (my first partner school
for the exchange) who had hosted us also during the first two study tours. Then the Städtische Realschule, Bergneustadt
,
Homburgisches Gymnasinm, Nümbrecht. I am also working as the coordinator for the Fergusson College's EVS
Exchange programme with Andreas Schneider Schule, Heilbronn and the fourth batch is visiting in January 2016. My
husband and I also organised parents and professional's exchange programme. During our parent's and professional
exchange, we planted a friendship tree in Kaarst. All these exchanges are possible because of the wonderful Germans,
whose partnership was very valuable in all these programmes. Next year's tour has been already planned and
we will be visiting the Sankt- Afra Landesgymnasium in Meissen courtesy of Mohini Gupte.
Also the authorities of A F G, my council member, colleagues from the Deccan Education Society Colleagues
headed by Chairman Dr.Ajit Patwardhan , and Secretary Mr.Anand Bhide, authorities of Fergusson College headed
by Dr. Ravindrasih Pardeshi, Consulate General's office in Mumbai headed by Mr. Michael Siebert and the visa
section, teachers of Max Mueller Bhavan Pune, headed by Mr. Karl Pechatscheck, , S.O.T.C.s Mr.Tushar Jaykar, Mr.
Sudheer N.C., Mr. Prasanjeet, Pallavi and others . I am very grateful to all these kind people for their help and
guidance.
When our students do presentation, the preparation / orientation programme helps them a lot. ( Pl. See page21)

Dr. (Mrs.) Savita Kelkar
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Europe Study Tour Impressions
“Ma,am , why don't you plan a Europe Study tour ? “was a question which got me
thinking! Should I really take this step? Combining two of my biggest passions, teaching
German & travelling! Being equipped with a Consultant Diploma from IATA & Travel agent
proficiency from US, having worked as a travel consultant in the USA and having my
students' full fledged backing saw this study tour taking shape. I started working on the
itinerary and included all the places that were a must see for my students, Berlin for
history lovers, Amsterdam for cheese & tulip gardens, Brussels for chocolates, Cologne &
Shilpa Rege
Prague for architecture, Salzburg for Mozart & the Sound of Music, Switzerland for the
snow & most important Munich for the fairy-tale castle Neuschwanstein, the concentration camp in Dachau,
BMW museum & the world famous Allianz Arena! Itinerary in place, group almost ready, fate brought me
together with Savita. We were travelling to Mumbai for a seminar & I mentioned this to her and asked her for
any suggestions since she has many years of experience in student exchange programs.
“ Why don't you
join me Shilpa?” Just like that... and the family stay in Nümbrecht which she started was added to the itinerary.
It was definitely the highlight of the tour!
What I enjoyed the most in this tour? Without question, interacting with the participants! Planning small
details with them, for them. For our programme which was to be staged in the school in Nümbrecht, we
decided on popular Bollywood hits, London Thumakda, Shake it like Shammi & Indiawale apart from Kathak,
mouth harmonica & Manache shlok . We had many practice sessions for it, some even at my house .The
countless messages on WhatsApp , the innumerable emoticons ! And what a rocking performance it was! The
presentations on various topics were also highly appreciated by our German hosts. Our entire group was like
one big family even before the start of the tour, thanks to the orientations and the positivity amongst the
participants! And the family grew to include our hosts in Nümbrecht! On the last day of our stay there, there
was only one question on everyone's lips... “Can we stay some more days in Nümbrecht?” Hard to imagine,
but true! All it took were 4 days to forge a bond to last a lifetime! Were we 29 people just plain lucky? I don't
think so. Esther & Ulla , our German coordinators, are gems and so naturally they must have taken care to
find families for us who were also equally welcoming! A lot of credit goes to Savita; her years of patience &
perseverance to make this cultural exchange a huge success. I feel fortunate to have gotten a chance to work
with Savita on this study tour and get to know each and every one of you, my dear participants! Years from
now, when I will look back on this study tour, I will always remember these lines from my all time favourite
movie, The Sound of Music “Nothing comes from nothing, nothing ever could...so somewhere in my youth or
childhood, I must have done something Good! “
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About the Organiser
Dr. Savita Vinayak Kelkar
Educational Qualifications : M. A. (German), M. Ed, Ph.D.
Takes deep interest in the welfare of students and their all round development.
1
Profile of the personal activities and achievements
Many Awards including Best Teacher Award by Pune Municiple Corporation
on 5th Sept. 2012
State Level Best Teacher Award (amÁ` {ejH$ nwañH$ma) by Maharashtra State
Govt. on 5th Sept. 2013
2.
Scholarships : 1. Received a scholarship of the Goethe-Institute, Munich
for a refresher’s course for teachers in Munich-Germany (1992)
3.
Visited Dubai to explore the new avenues in the field of education. (2005)
4.
Visited Gakugeikan High school, Okayama, Japan on invitation by the
Gakugeikan high school (2007)
5.
Received a scholarship of the Goethe-Institute, for a refresher’s course for teachers in Bremen
and Rostock (Germany) (2008)
6.
Presented a paper in the international conference in Jena -Germany (August 2009) on
'the Cultural Exchange Programme'.
2
Visits abroad: As Organiser and initiator of different cultural exchanges;
Visited Germany 15 times, France, Holland, Belgium, and Austria many times.
Has also visited Japan, Thailand (Bangkok), U.K., U.A.E. (Dubai)
3
Music :
* Can play mouth organ, harmonium and synthesizer.
* Performed using above musical instruments at prestigious “Firodiya Karandak” & on
‘German day’ at Fergusson College and S. P. College,
* Plays instruments and sings in cultural programmes during the Exchange programmes
and study tours in Europe.
* Organized and participated in the Youth festival in Ammalner, during the year 1983-84.
4
Games:
* Represented her school in volleyball.
* Has participated as captain in table tennis tournaments at the college and the university level.
* Won the table tennis tournament at Tilak College of Education in the year 1986.
* Can also swim and play tennis.
5
Organising experience :
* Teaches German in Fergusson College
* Chief Organiser of the Student’s Cultural Exchange Programme and study Tours.
* Working as Honorary Director for the Fergusson Center for Languages.
* First lady life member of the Deccan Education Society.
* West Zone represetatiove of Indo-German Teacher's Association. (InDaF)

JJZmcm n§I Zdo : - S>m°. g{dVm Ho$iH$a * eãXm§H$Z - ñZohm amZS>o
""hr H$mX§~ar Zmhr, ho ñdßZa§OZ Zmhr Va gm{hË`, H$cm, emó Am{U g§ñH¥$Vr `m§Mm gwaoI g§J_ Amho. naXoe àdmgmM§ ñdßZ ~Km`M§
EHo$H$Q>çmZ§, nU n«Ë`jmV AmUm`M§ _mÌ AZoH$m§Zm gmo~V KoD$Z! Agm Ü`mg KoD$Z Jocr 15 dfª {dÚmÏ`mªÀ`m ì`pŠV_Îd {dH$mgmV _hÎdmMr
^y{_H$m ~OmdUmè`m EH$m {dÚmWu{à` àmÜ`m{nHo$M§ ho àm§Oc {ZdoXZ Amho.''
JJZmV ^amar KoUmè`m `m nmIamÀ`m n§ImMo n{hco nrg "_mPo OrdZ JmUo.' g{dVm Ho$iH$am§À`m ì`pŠV_ÎdmMr AmOdaMr OS>UKS>U H$er
hmoV Jocr Ë`mMr hr AmoKdVr AmoiI. "Am_Mr `wamonMr ^Q>H§$Vr' `m Xwgè`m n«H$aUmV AZoH$ {dÚmÏ`mªZm, Ë`m§À`m coIZ-Zmdmgh g_m{dï>
H$aÊ`mV Ho$iH$am§À`m _ZmMm _moH$ionUm Am{U _moR>onUm {XgyZ `oVmo. "nmcH$m§Mm A{^àm`' ho àH$aU åhUOo Ë`m§Zm {Xcocr nmcH$m§Mr
àepñVnÌoM AmhoV. Aä`mg ghctMr "nyd©V`mar' åhUOo n`©Q>Z ghctMo Am`moOZ Am{U {Z`moOZ `m§Mo AZw^d{gÕ dñVwnmR> AmhoV. `m nwT>Mo
coIZ åhUOo gd© n[al_m§Mo \${cV. naXoe ghc åhUOo Ho$di "~KV ~KV' {\$aUo Zìho Va OrdZ, g§ñH¥$Vr, H$cm, àJVr Am{U _Zwî`ñd^md
`m§Mm àË`jXeu AZw^d. ho gd© Á`mMo Ë`mZo ñdV:M dmMyZ ^mZ hadmdo Aem {ZdoXZ Am{U eãXm§H$ZmMm hm Aën n[aM`! ¶m nwñVH$mMr
Amd¥Îmr ~«oc d qhXrVhr {ZKmcr Amho.

(JJZmcm n§I Zdo : cmQ>H$a àH$meZ, àW_md¥Îmr : am_Zd_r, 1 E{àc 2012)
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Turning Point
Dear Young Friends,
You had come for interview ! You were selected ! There was an orientation Programme ! You went on the
study tour! And you had a dream come true. A series of increasing excitements. You are now back here. Do you
think, you are the same person ? Certainly not. Right from the day one of the Orientation, began your transformation.
The Study tour to Europe was the turning point of your life. It was
an exciting passage of dreaming, visualising, planning and finaly the
exciting experience - experience of sight seeing through Europe, the
thrill of Fantasia Land and much more. Perhaps the greatest & the
unique excitement was being received by your partner in Nümbrecht
and a really short stay in the family.You have tasted variety of food.
You were on the top of the world. The study Tour was really very
encouraging, for every one. I call it a turning point.
I am particularly delighted by the lovely & lively narrations you
have worded. All this was possible because of meticulous planning,
leadership, the love of a guardian & much more beyond words. I belive,
Dr. Savita Kelkar herself is a school of event management.

Shriniwas Pendse
Hon. Treasurer
Association of Friends of Germany

Barbara Ingrid Martin and I
Shriniwas Pendse
Barbara Paules :
Sometime in October 2009, Dr. Savita Kelkar introduced me to Barbara Paules here in Pune. She was conducting
German language classes for corporate and was looking for someone to teach grammar. I joined her in this endeavour.
Since then we are good friends.
She used to teach students in her home as well. To discuss the teaching programme and the progress we used
to meet at her place. A kettle of hot coffee and variety of cakes and biscuits were always ready on her table. Barbara
was very sincere, enthusiastic and innovative in her teaching. Besides formal tuition class she also used to hold
conversation and choir evenings in her house. I learnt a lot from her through our meetings. In her free time she had
created colourful artefacts to decorate home and I had often appreciated that. I remember the Nikolaus Tag she had
organized in her house.
On 2nd May 2015 (this year) excitement and pleasure were visible on her face when Savita and I met her on
Cologne airport. She drove us home. This house was as cozy and comfortable as her house in Pune. Barbara had
lived in Pune for over 10 years.
W e were invited by Barbara's parents that evening. Well attired and with loving smile her father, mother and
brother and sister-in-law received us. We were seated around a well laid table decorated with specially prepared
cakes, wafers and coffee (Kaffee und Kuchen as one says in German) and a bottle of Champagne. For more than one
hour we had a very warm conversation, a surprise sprang before us when we were about to bid goodbye. Herr Paules
very humbly placed the Gastbuch before us. In that I wrote something like this: "it is very rare that we meet people like
Paules family, who treat us so warmly , as if we know each other for years. Long live our friendship!"
That evening Barbara prepared typical PUNERI JEVAN along with Savita . Next morning NUNU (Neil), Barbara's
10 year old son, took us to the local market and in the evening all four of us went for a stroll in Sant Augustin. There
was cold wind and drizzle and no one on the roads, Nunu and I had cameras and I noticed he had an artistic eye while
shooting flowers on either side of the roads.
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4th May was a busy day. Nunu went to school by bus. Savita & I packed our bags. Barbara came to see us off
onto the bus stop and we boarded to the bus to Overath.
Ingrid Grosshans:
Ingrid Grosshans, A very close friend of Mrs. Rohini Damle since 1987, played very significant and influential role
in our study tour programmes and we will be always grateful to her for her whole hearted efforts. Please read “ Ingrid,
Bergneustadt and myself” by Mrs. Rohini Damle, which she had written for the 7th Study Tour booklet, and we have
reprinted in this booklet for your information.-(page 10)
On the 4th of May we were impatiently waiting on Overath bus terminus, in warm and somewhat moist afternoon.
Just before two O'clock in the afternoon, a small car slowed, took a U turn and stopped near us. A short lady with silver
grey crown adoring her forehead, a smile and friendly looks got down, greeted us and opened the hatch to accommodate
our bags. She was very close to Mrs. Rohini Damle and Savita since 1998. Obviously she was very glad to see us.
She already knew we were going to be her guests for a day or two. I had an unforgettable experience when she
stopped the car on the road. We had to climb down 30 steps and climb up another 30, to reach her house, though
Savita was not surprised as she and Makarand (Savita's husband) had visited her earlier. I forgot all the trouble on
entering her house for two things, a nice mug ful tea and a collection of more than 2000 books shelved almost from
floor to ceiling all along two walls of the drawing room. A terrace and a beautiful landscape were seen in front of us
through the glass on the third side. In the evening Ingrid took us to the market and for a 3 kilometre walk and talk tour
around a lake called Talsperre. On returning home she prepared a very tasty salad for us. She had to go for work the
next morning, but before going early in the morning she prepared a wonderful breakfast for us . She had cooked two
types of beans. (whole pods) in olive oil, with nuts and garlic, and then we had choco-pudding. She returned in the
afternoon. To enthusiastic for her age, she was ready in minutes to take us in her car to Nuembrecht. She had
brought handful of chocolates for me, for Savita and for Mrs. Rohini Damle. When I thanked her for her hospitality, she
said, "Let me address you as du and call you Shree". She drove us to school and handed over us to our hosts in the
school and then left.
On 8th and 9th we had cultural programme at the school auditorium. Ingrid came all the way to meet us again.
To my surprise she gave me three copies of some recepies one each for Rohini, Savita and me.
Martin Schroder :
During the 11th Study Tour this year Martin Schroder was my most apposite host partner. I was earlier delighted
to see him- on his Email address-on piano. I chose a CD of instrumental film songs to present him. On 5th May Frau
Ursulla (Ulla) Koster received us on the school premises and took us to her home. I will never forget the pineapple and
cream desert and the wonderful walnut cake she had baked for us at home. I was delighted to see their home. Mr.
Koster is a pianist (and teaches music at the local school). Late in the evening Martin came and we had a feast from
both the pianist. After dinner I went with Martin to his duplex apartment in Romelsdorf. He was staying alone. We
climbed up the spiral stair case in to a big hall with a comfortable sofa, writing table and a big collections of books
neatly displayed on shelves on big walls, a stereo system, and a complete glass wall with an opening on to the
terrace. I remembered Ingrid's apartment. Soon we became very comfortable companions. Both of us used to get up
early around 6 0'clock and get ready to go to school. Every day Martin would be ready by 8.15. He would prepare a
mix of yogurt, oats and apple for breakfast for us followed by tea and coffee and then we would leave for school in his
car. Istayed with him for 5 days. I found Martin very active, disciplined and also popular with students. He enjoyed
the instrumental music CD I presented to him and explained to him some of the songs. On 6th evening Mr. and Mrs.
Koster hosted a dinner in their home for all the guests from India. Equally enjoyable was the piano concert when Mr.
Koster and Martin played separately and then together. Mr. Sudheer from S.O.T.C. joined us now also to stay with
Martin. We had two programmes in the school auditorium on 8th and 9th.
Shrinivas Pendse
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Ingrid ,Bergneustadt and myself
It was in the year 1987 that my sister Nirmala was requested by Mrs. Phadke, the convener of an international
exchange program of social workers, to agree to play host for some Swedish or German social worker for two weeks.
She agreed. This was 2/3 months before their arrival in Pune. It so happened that some sudden health problem
developed in her family and she was unable to play host. She asked me if I could accommodate a guest for the same
period. I agreed and hoped that the guest turns out to be German speaking as I had learnt German but I never had any
opportunity of speaking to a German person.
This brought Ingrid Grosshans to our house in the winter of 1987. She arrived one Sunday morning with her
baggage and a backpack. After exchanging formal pleasantries she moved to her room. It was fortunate that we could
provide a separate room for her during her stay. On the very first day she got the shock of her life when she came to
know that we cooked only vegetarian food and she could not get chicken, mutton or eggs while she was with us. She
recovered in a day or two when she came to know the variety that we could provide in the vegetarian food. All of us, my
father-in-law, mother-in-law, my husband and two daughters could speak to her in English and she enjoyed speaking
to each of us. She could ask for our individual views about many things in our life such as festivals, school, joint family,
medical profession, fine arts, customs, prayers, habits, sports, music and religion etc. All of us freely responded by
providing her with relevant answers, right from a girl of 11 to her grandfather of 71. Ours is a typical middle class family
and she could easily have an idea of our views and our life. She compared life in her country with our own and found
it interesting. She had stayed in two families in Pune before she came to our house. During the two weeks of her stay
with us, we became so friendly with each other that she felt sorry when she had to leave our place. She asked if she
could visit us and stay with us again with her friend Petra, who was to come later to India and they had planned to
travel together and stay for some more time in Pune. In this stay the attachment grew more and remained even after
she left for Germany by means of letters, which always refreshed our acquaintance and made us up to date with what
little was happening in our personal lives. She visited us many times afterwards and we went for trips together to
various parts of India such as Goa, Rajasthan, Kashmir,Varanasi etc., partly because we wanted to see those places
and partly because we could spend quality time together. I also got an opportunity to go to Germany and work there
in an old people home, for which, of course, I am very much thankful to Ingrid. I stayed with her for more than three
months and got to know the Germans and their lifestyle, which would not have been possible without her. During our
stay and Journey together we really got to know each other better and also became very close and good friends. This
also helped to improve my German language. Gradually I came to know a number of her friends and she came to
know most of our friends and relatives. Whenever some of our friend was going to Germany, she treated them as her
guests.
In 1998 my elder daughter got married. Ingrid came all the way from Germany. Within one year my younger
daughter got married and she came for her marriage also. It was in one of those functions that Savita Kelkar Madam
got acquainted with her.At that time she was already pursuing an exchange program for the students in Pune with a
school in Kaarst in Germany. Ingrid was acquainted with some teachers in a high school in Bergneustadt, which is in
the same region where she stays and works. Savita Madam suggested and Ingrid talked to the teachers in this
school. They welcomed the idea and because of the enthusiastic efforts of all of them it turned into reality.The school
in Bergneustadt arranged for the visit of students from India and also arranged family stay for them in different families
in that region. Even though it was only for just two days the stay definitely gave the students a great experience. They
could get some idea of family life in Germany and could get to know the Germans better.Thus in the present program
of Study Tour,, besides visiting a number of places of tourist attraction , students of the tour got an opportunity of
staying in a German family and visiting a school in Germany.All the students who had gone for this Study Tour found
this experience unique, interesting and also enriching.
I have no words to express my thanks to Savita Madam and Ingrid who are instrumental in starting this activity
and I do not want to offend them by expressing my feelings formally. I thank all the teachers in the Realschule in
Bergneustadt who are taking a lot of efforts to make this program successful.
I wish that people from all the countries should have personal friends in other countries and the camaraderie
should develop at the personal level. It will be really good for peace, progress and cooperation in the whole world.
The personality of Ingrid is an integration of German and Indian good qualities. Once she decides to do something
she does it with all her heart and gets involved in the mission. She is very neat thorough and particular about time. She
loves people and likes to interact with them. She is frank and always expresses her views clearly.The truth in her
thought and word gets her tuned very well to all the people she comes across.
I am very much thankful to God for blessing me with such a nice friend.
Rohini Damle
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Summary of the Student's Exchange Programme between
Fergusson College, Pune and Albert Einstein Gymnasium, Kaarst
No.
of Exchange

Year

German
Students

German
Teachers

Stay in
India

Indian
Students

Indian
Teachers

Stay in
Germany

1st tour

1997-98

16

2

30-35 days

16

2

30-35 days

2nd tour

1998-99

18

2

21 days

18

2

21 days

3rd tour

2000-01

15

3

30-35 days

18

2

30-35 days

4th tour

2002-03

17

3

30-35 days

17

2

30-35 days

5th Tour

2004-05

19

3

30-35 days

19

2

30-35 days

6th Tour

2006-07

12

2

30-35days

12

2

30-35 days

Summary of the Parents and Professionals Exchange Programme
between Fergusson College, Pune and Volkshochschule, Kaarst
No.
of Exchange

Year

German
Parents &
Proffessionals

German
Teachers

Stay in
India

Indian
Indian
Students Parents &
Proffessionals

Stay in
Germany

7th Tour

2005-06

9

1

21 days

9

21 days

1

Summary of the Student's Exchange Programme between
Fergusson College, Pune and Andreas Schneider Schule, Heilbronn
No.
of Exchange

Year

German
Students

German
Teachers

Stay in
India

Indian
Students

Indian
Teachers

Stay in
Germany

1st tour

2012-13

12

2

15 days

12

2

15 days

2nd tour

2013-14

12

2

15 days

12

2

15 days

3rd tour

2014-15

11

2

15 days

11

2

15 days

4th tour

2015-16

9

2

15 days

9

2

15 days
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Summary of the Study Tour Programmes to Europe

between

Fergusson College, Pune and Albert Einstein Gymnasium, Kaarst And Association
of Friends of Germany& Städtische Realschule, Bergneustadt, Homburgisches
Gymnasium, Nümbrecht
Sr.No.

Year

Indian
Students

Indian
Teachers

Stay in
Europe
Days

1

2004

21

2

17

Stay with
German
Families
days
2

Name of
German
Partner
School
Albert Einstein
Gymnasium,
Kaarst
Albert Einstein
Gymnasium,
Kaarst
Städtische
Realschule,
Bergneustadt
Städtische
Realschule,
Bergneustadt
Städtische
Realschule,
Bergneustadt
Städtische
Realschule,
Bergneustadt

2

2005

11

1

15

6

3

2006

16

1

15

2

4

2007

25

2

14

2

5

2009

21

1

14

2

6

2010

21

1

13

2

7

2011

25

2

13

2

Städtische
Realschule,
Bergneustadt

8

2012

25

4

13

2

Homburgisches
Gymnasium,
Nümbrecht

9

2013

20

1

13

4

Homburgisches
Gymnasium,
Nümbrecht

10

2014

5

1

10

6

11

2015

25

4

14

5

Michael & Sandra
Ilg, Durrlaungen
Schule
Homburgisches
Gymnasium,
Nümbrecht

Countries
visited

Germany, Holland,
Belgium, France
Germany, Holland,
Belgium, France
France, Belgium,
Holland, Germany,
Austria
France, Belgium,
Holland, Germany,
Austria
France, Belgium,
Holland, Germany,
Austria
France, Belgium,
Holland, Germany,
Austria
& Switzerland
France, Belgium,
Holland, Germany,
Austria
& Switzerland
France, Belgium,
Holland, Germany,
Austria
& Switzerland
France, Belgium,
Holland, Germany,
Austria, Czech
Republic
& Switzerland
Germany,Austria
& Switzerland
France, Belgium,
Holland, Germany,
Austria,
& Switzerland

Dr. Savita Kelkar accompanied all six exchanges with Albert Einstein,
one Parents Exchange and nine study tours
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Names of the Indian students with their Cultural Exchange
Partners from Homburgisches Gymnasium, Nümbrecht.
1
2

Partner in Nümbrecht

age

Tabea Stein
tabeastein@web.de
Tabea Stein
tabeastein@web.de

14

02293-80340

14

02293-80340

3

Fabienne Schützbds
bedachungen@t-online.de

4

Sophia Güttler

17

02245-600430

5

Sophia Güttler

17

02245-600430

6

Jonathan Bischof
14
jojo.nuembrecht@gmx.de

7

Lisa Mesch
walter.mesch@gmx.de

14

02293-939663

8

Lisa Mesch
walter.mesch@gmx.de

14

02293-939663

9

Alexa Bose
rain_bose@t-online.de

16

02245-911210

58

02291-3588

10 Ulla Köster
koester_ursula@web.de

11 Angelika Frisch
56
frisch.angelika@yahoo.de

02291-80222

12 Ulla Köster
koester_ursula@web.de
13

58

02291-3588

14 Jonathan Bischof

14

15 Elgin Caspar-Rother
Elgin.caspar-rother@arcor.de

02293-7329

Partner in India

Age

Apoorva Rege
+91 9604141084 apoorvarg4@gmail.com
Soha Karyekar
+91
8975275808 , +91 9325672100
karyekarsoha@gmail.com,
Gautam Katakkar
(+91)8805997900
gautam.katakkar@gmail.com
Madhura Warade
warademadhura@gmail.com
Saloni Marathe
+91 9765269980 samarathe@gmail.com
Bhargav Joglekar
bhargav.joglekar@gmail.com
devikaatul@gmail.com
Rohit Pathak
9860145616/+91 9822040423
rhp.026@gmail.com
drrupalipathak@gmail.com
Hrishikesh Dabir
+91 9850998178
hrishi.shotte@gmail.com
Rutuparna Jadhav
+91 774 380 1510
jrutuparna99@gmail.com
pbjadhav@yahoo.com
revati.jadhav11@gmail.com
Swapna Marathe
+91 9637089671
samarathe@gmail.com
Pallavi Deshpande
+91 9822432620
pallavisumant16@gmail.com
Dr Manali Khedkar
+919923232011,mskhedkar@yahoo.com
Parul Pawaskar
+91 9689932021
pawaskarag@gmail.com
Sourabh Annadate
+91 9850020414
jayuannadate@gmail.com
Snehal Walia
+91 9890019952

15
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16

18

18
17
15

15

15

15

45

45

42
17

15

25

snehal_w@hotmail.com
16 Kim Schwerin
15
sarah.hornschuh@t-online.de

02245-600567

17 Kim Schwerin
15
sarah.hornschuh@t-online.de

02245-600567

18 Medea Krassowka
floetennase@gmx.de

02245-8407

15

19
20 Pashmi Solanki
14
skopsolanki@yahoo.co.uk,

02293-903948

21 Esther Rautenbach
47
esther.rautenbach@gmx.de
22 Martin Schröder
49
mschroe@gmx.net
23
24 Esther Rautenbach
47
esther.rautenbach@gmx.de
25 German friends

02293-815944

26 Fabienne Schütz

27

Laura Sievers

28 Fabienne Schütz

29

02293-815944

Tanvi Bhaskarwar
15
91 98504-33533 / + 91 98901-93210
uday.bhaskarwar@gmail.com
Tanavii Naargolkar
15
+91 9822086096
tanunaargolkar@gmail.com
Falguni Khatri
16
+91 8805197902/ +91 9822043641
gatleenk@gmail.com
Aishwarya Sane
19
+91 9922913203 aishu1595@gmail.com
Sharvari Kulkarni
15
+91 982150056/+ 91 9823150265
ghkulkarni98@gmail.com
Mrs. Shilpa Rege
shilpa4german@gmail.com
Mr. Shriniwas Pendse
+91 9881154031,shriniwaspendse@gmail.com
Mr. N.Sudheer or Mr.Tushar Jaykar from S.O.T.C.
Dr. Savita Kelkar
savikel13@gmail.com
Shalaka Ghaisas
+91 9422830764
shalaka.ghaisas@yahoo.com
Saumitra Sovalo
16
+ 91 9422830764
shalaka.ghaisas@yahoo.com
Aniket Rege
19
Mobile: + 91 9657340015
aniketrg7@gmail.com
Shubham Padgilwar
15
+91 9373388883 /+ 91 9823236689
shubham.padgilwar@gmail.com
Varad Wattamwar
16
+91 9423142900
varad.wattamwar@gmail.com
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INVITATION
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Feedback of the Interactive sessions arranged for the Eleventh Study
Tour Participants
Date
29th March 2015

Guest Speaker
Dr. Savita Kelkar: Briefing about the orientation and tour

*E
14

*G *S *Ab
4
- 7

5-9 pm

Tushar Jaykar : Visa formalities and details about the tour

6

11

1

7

Mr. Shriniwas Pendse : Briefing about the orientation and tour

2

15

1

7

Mrs. Shilpa Rege : Briefing about the orientation and tour

14

4

-

7

Distribution of Rohini Damle's book: German for Indians

5

13

-

7

4th April 2015

Programme practice at Mrs. Shilpa Rege's house (At Bavdhan)

12

4

-

9

4-7 pm

Bollywood dances, guitar practice,

9

7

1

8

11th April 2015

Mrs. Rekha Palshikar : Briefing about Political scenario in India 8

7

2

8

11th April 2015

Mrs. Jaya Gadgil : European Union

16

1

-

8

Dr. Christoph Senft: Tips on Family stay

13

4

-

8

Ms.Poonam Joshi Workshop:Who am I ?

8

7

1

8

5

13

1

6

singing practice, Manache Shlok , mouth organ
11th April 2015

Mrs. Mary Fernandes: Religions in India

2-3 pm

4.30-5.30
12th April 2015
4-5 pm
12th April 2015
5-7 pm
25th April 2015

Interactive session with previous students

At 9 am

/ Programme practice

25th April 2015

Ms. Evelyn Regenfus: Tips on Family stay

At 11.30 am

and Cultural Programme !

13

3

-

9

25 April 2015

Programme practice

8

7

1

7

10

-

-

15

12.30
1st May 2015

Mrs. Shilpa Rege: At Bavdhan.

4.30-6.30 pm

Introduction to German language &

* E= Excellent, G= Good, S= Satisfactory,Ab = Absent
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8

Dr. S.M. Chitale
Mrs. Jaya Gadgil
Mrs. Rohini Damle
Mrs. Mary Fernandes
Mr. Shriniwas Pendse
Tushar Jaikar
Poonam Joshi
Dr Mrs. Savita kelkar

9881401275
9422330063
9960967763
9822661652
9881154031
9822409047
9011747512
9422529335

smchitale123@yahoo.com
gadgiljaya@gmail.com
damlerohini@yahoo.com
mary_fernandes54@hotmail.com
shriniwaspendse@gmail.com
usharj@kuoniindia.com
poonsi@gmail.com
savikel13@gmail.com

9.

Mrs. Shilpa Rege

9921101981

Shilpa4german@gmail.com

10. Mrs. Rekha Palshikar

9822511509

palshikar.rekha@gmail.com

11. Dr. Christoph Senft

pune@daadindia.org
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Feed back Form for 11th Study Tour - 04 to 19 May , 2015
Hotels

POOR

NH KONINGSHOF,A M S T E R D A M
HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS MUELHEIML COLOGNE
HOLIDAY INN MITTE BERLIN
HOLIDAY INN MITTE BERLIN
PENTA HOTEL PRAGUE
MERCURE HOTEL ORBIS MUNICH
MERCURE CITY SALZBURG
DORINT HOTEL ZURICH
SIGHTSEEING
MADAME TUSSAUD’S
KEUKENHOF SPRING GARDENS
CHEESE FARM & CLOG FACTORY ZAANSE SCHANS WINDMILL
BRUSSELS AUTOMIUM 6 MANNECKEIN PE
COLOGNE CATHEDRAL
BERLIN CITY TOUR
BERLIN PARLIAMENT VISIT
BERLIN TV TOWER
COLOGNE CHOCALATE MUSEUM
NEUSCHWANSTEIN
DACAU CONCENTRATION CAMP
SOUND OF MUSIC TOUR
PRAGUE CITY TOUR
LUCERNE ORIENTATION
MOUNT TITLES
RHINE FALLS
GUIDES
MUNICH
PRAGUE
BERLIN
RESTAURANTS FOR DINNERS

GOOD

EXCELLENT

15
12
5
5
3
13
13
6

8
6
6
6
19
7
9
13

2

4
12
3
9
12
15
11
9
10
4
13
6
9
10
2
7

2
8
19
12
9
7
11
14
10
14
3
14
9
6
21
14

12
1
4

13
7
11
13

13
3
11
4

10

13

3
11
11
1
1

9
2
1
1
1
3
7
2
5
7

COACH DRIVER
TOUR MANAGER

3

12

8

FAMILY STAY

1

1

7

SCHOOL / INSTITUTE PROGRAM
COMMENTS

1

3

19

The Tour Guide in Austria was judged as the Best.
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Undertaking
To,
March, 29, 2015
S.O.T.C. & Dr. Mrs. Savita Kelkar, Mr. Shriniwas Pendse, Ms. Shilpa Rege
W e are aware that the main objective of the 'Ninth Study Tour to Europe' is to spread the message of
brotherhood, to develop international understanding and to make our wards global citizens.
We hereby give the following undertaking:
·
W e trust the tour organizers and accompanying person completely.
·
We have paid Rs 2,12, 000/ towards the cost of 'Ninth study tour to Europe'. We give our consent to
use our money towards the following expense heads
§
Selection Procedure: Visits to different places in Maharashtra / in India for selection of suitable
candidates, presentations, Pre tour and / or post tour get-togethers, orientation programme, meetings,
honorarium, hospitality, felicitations, conveyance, developing photos, photocopying, printing,
scanning, sweatshirts / T-Shirts, Publicity expenses, communication: phone, fax, internet etc.
§
Hospitality for German / European guests during their visit to India, gifts, mementoes, books etc.
bought in India/Germany / Europe for Indian and European guests
§
Visits to Mumbai for visas and other formalities, visa fees, return economy class airfare,
accommodation in 2/3 star hotels and, daily buffet breakfast and Indian dinners etc. as mentioned in
itinerary, all sightseeing with guides wherever mentioned in the itinerary, all entry fees, entrances,
tips, as mentioned in the itinerary & all taxes Pune - Mumbai - Pune transfers, insurance for the tour
§
Any Incidental expenses in India and in Europe not mentioned above.
·
W e have read all the terms and conditions of S.O.T.C., the tour organizer and we agree to all of
them.
·
We agree that the organizers are free to make any changes in the programs in India as well as in
Europe.
·
W e are aware that no Educational Society /Institution or any Trust is involved in organizing this tour.
·
W e are also aware that Dr. Mrs. Savita Kelkar is going to accompany the group in her individual
capacity.
·
W e shall not hold the organizer, accompanying person/s individually or collectively responsible or
liable in any way for any loss, sickness, injury, mishap, accident, flight delays etc. that may happen
during the preparation, during the period of stay in Europe as well as during the programs in India.
·
We also undertake that we will by no way insult the organizer and accompanying person/s by showing
any kind of mistrust before, during or after the tour.
·
Due to swine flu or any such epidemic or due to unavoidable circumstances if the organizer has to
make any changes in the tour / postpone the tour or even cancel the tour, we agree to it and also to
the financial consequences, whatever they might be.
·
My son/daughter is not suffering from any illness and is fit to travel.
·
We agree that our ward will not consume any alcoholic drinks/drugs or get involved in sexual act
either with fellow participants or anyone else during the study tour. However in case he/she consumes
any such alcohol/drugs or gets involved in sexual act, it will be entirely at his/her own risk and we
will not hold the organizers/ accompanying person/s responsible for the same.
·
W e agree that our ward will not lend or borrow things (camera, phone, sun-glasses, jewellery, money
etc.) from other participants and in case he borrows or lends and if there are any financial implications
arising out of borrowing or lending., the responsibility lies solely with us, and we will not hold the
organizers or accompanying person/s responsible for any financial implications .
·
Our Son / Daughter also shall behave properly during the tour and shall adhere to the instructions
given by the accompanying person/s and tour leader from time to time. In case he/she fails to do so,
the tour leader and the accompanying teacher/ person are free to take suitable disciplinary action.
We agree to the same.
We have read and understood all the terms and conditions mentioned above and we accept all these
terms and conditions.
Signature of the participant
Signature of parents/ guardian
Name of the participant
Name of parents/ guardian
March 29, 2015
Signatures & Names of the participants & Parents: —— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
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Enriching the Experience

Congratulations, friends!
Very few people like you get the opportunity to meet people in other countries with entirely different backgroundeconomic, social, cultural and geographical. You are going for a while away from home, the country and of course
near and dear ones. When you come back, you will certainly have a lot of things to tell others. To make your tour more
free of shortfalls, but confident and enjoyable, this is what you can do:
1. As you are going to traverse part of Europe, go through text-books of history and geography to read about
Europe, and glimpse newspapers to be aware of current events.
2. You are going to be "lonely in the group' to take care of your passport, money (especially the foreign exchange), credit cards, contact lenses and jewellery.
3. Looking after yourself: Be conscious about your health, food, sleep, medicines and other comforts. Take with
you everything you are asked to carry by your tour operator.
4. Keeping time: You know, how much time you require to "get ready'. Most of the people in Europe are very
particular about time and meticulous about planning. So cooperate with them, with your leader and the tour guide. You
will enjoy the tour. It is a good habit. Don't give it up when you come back.
5. Keen observation : Silence and cleanliness are almost ubiquitous. With your eyes open, and sometimes
closed, you may dream of Europe. Yet, while in Europe, observe around hotels, amusement parks, roads and other
public places like bus-stops, gasoline stations, rivers, canals, lakes and shores. They are enviably clean. Avoid
standing in a moving coach and eating snacks in the coach. That is indiscipline and displeasure of the coach operator.
Consciously, find a few minutes to call your near and dear ones at home (Do not worry about the phone bill.)
6. Visiting Places : On your way to visit churches, museums, art galleries, round-the-city tours or a river cruise,
an expert guide will eagerly tell you history or some interesting stories. Listen to them. Be on look-out for brochures
freely available at many places and collect them. You can recall many things later having them in front of you.
7. Shopping : One can be none but crazy while literally hopping through malls and shopping arcades. Always
take advice of your experienced tour guide and remember, you have to buy something (big or small) for everyone at
home-relatives and friends- who couldn't join you on this tour.
8. After dinner : Dinner is usually served early in the evening (around 19.30 hrs.). Take this opportunity to talk to
your friends and share experiences. The programme for the following day is announced and we disperse. Make it a
habit of writing a note on what you have seen, whom you met, what was the weather like, and the hotel and the food.
Prepare yourself for the next day and... and switch off.

Thank you

Shriniwas Pendse
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ITINERARY FOR : SOTC - AFG GROUP
Study Tour to Europe May 4-19, 2015
D AY 01- MAY 04 ARRIVA L IN A M S T E R D A M
W elcome to Amsterdam. visit Tulip Flower Fields and Keukenhof Garden, Madame Tussauds Wax Museum,
transfer back to hotel for overnight stay
D AY 02- MAY 05 CITY TOUR
City tour including Marken Volendam and Windmills. 'Zaanse Schans' Visit to wooden shoemaker & cheese farms,
Transfer back to hotel and overnight stay
D AY 03- MAY 06 TO BRUSSELS, CITY ORIENTATION and further TO NUMBRECHT
Breakfast, transfer to Brussels (205 kms – 0310 Hours journey). orientation tour of Brussels including Grand Place
proceed to Numbrecht, (271kms – 0355 Hours) Arrive Numbrecht
D AY 04 -MAY 07 to MAY 10
FAMILY STAY in NUMBRECHT
Visit Homburgisghces Gymnasium, Present two cultural programmes, attend lectures and presentations in the
school by our students.
D AY 08 - MAY 10 TO COLOGNE
After breakfast, proceed to Cologne (55 kms – 0045 Hours) Visit the Cologne Cathedral, Chocolate Museum,
hanging train ride in Wuppertal.
D AY 08 -MAY 11 TO BERLIN
Enjoy cold buffet breakfast at hotel and check out We take you to Berlin (573 kms – 0810 Hours)
orientation tour of Berlin including Reichstag (Parliament )Building with Guide.
D AY 09- MAY 12 BERLIN SIGHTSEEING
Kaiser Wilhelm Church, Remains of Berlin Wall, Television Tower; Brandenburg Gate,Museum Island,
D AY 10 -MAY 13 TO PRAGUE AND SIGHTSEEING
After breakfast proceed to Prague, (341 kms – 0535 Hours) Proceed with Prague sightseeing in the afternoon
Prague Castle, and Clock Tower
D AY 11- MAY 14 TO MUNICH AND TOUR
After breakfast transfer to Munich, (380 kms – 0610 Hours) tour of Allianz Arena, Football Stadium BMW
Welt and Museum
D AY 12- MAY 15 MUNICH TO NEUSCHWANSTEIN, TOUR AND BACK
After breakfast, visit to Neuschwanstein Castle, 19th century Romanesque Revival Palace , In the afternoon proceed to Dachau Concentration Camp, a dark chapter of German History.
D AY 13- MAY 16 MUNICH TO SALZBURG
After breakfast Proceed to Salzburg, Austria through the Black Forest Region of Germany (186 kms –
0255 Hours) On the way stop at Drubba Center proceed for Schaffhausen (Rhine Falls with boat ride), a
walking city tour of Salzburgthe Mirabell Palace , the “Sound of Music” tour which includes the Van
Trapp Family homes , Mirabell Gardens and Pegasus Fountain Leopoldskron Palace Hellbrunn Palace,
Nonnberg stc.
D AY 14- MAY 17 SALZBURG TO ZURICH
After breakfast at hotel, take the “Sound of Music” tour of Mirabell Garden and to Zurich (458 Kms – 0720
Hours)
D AY 15- MAY 18 CITY TOUR OF ZURICH AND LUCERNE
After breakfast, proceed to Zurich city tour., Mt. Titlis with ice-flyer/cliff walk, a snow-capped Alp , Lucerne Overnight stay at hotel in Zurich.
D AY 16 - MAY 19 D E PARTURE TO INDIA
After morning breakfast, transfer to Zurich, fly back with wonderful memories of Family stay and sotc
tour.
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Veiws of participants of the Eleventh study tour to Europe 2015
their family from the very beginning! Helping with chores,
Family Stay, Nümbrecht 2015
-Tanavii Naargolkar. preparing food and a lot of other activities made us gel
After an exciting stay in
Amsterdam, visiting spectacular
places there, it was time for the most
awaited "Family Stay" programme
where each of us had to live with a
German Host Family for three days and
exchange and share the Indian and
German Cultures, in a small, quaint
yet mesmerising village called Nümbrecht and its
surrounding areas. Expanses of large meadows on
winding hills, greenery everywhere and pleasant, fresh air
gave us an unexplainable high! As the cherry on the cake,
Istayed with my best friend, Tanvi Bhaskarwar with a
very warm and hospitable German family - The Schwerins.
Our host sister Kim and we were always in contact
through various social networking sites and finally meeting
her and her family was a special feeling! On the first day
t
iself, Sarah, Kim's mother, took us to the local
supermarket to shop for dinner. We made the traditional
German classic dish, currywurst. It was delicious! We
introduced each other to our families, our hobbies and
had an interesting session of question and answers. The
family loved the traditional Indian gifts we bought for them
and expressed their gratitude with a tight hug! It was a
joyful moment in knowing that they were so interested in
Indian culture and dances and were huge fans of Indian
cuisine! From the first day itself, we felt at our own home
in spite of being in a new home, amidst a huge German
family comprising of the parents, three brothers and the
sister, Kim. :) They had three lovely pets! A Labrador
names Miku, a cat and a horse.
The following day we were invited to devour a delicious
breakfast with a large spread of cheeses, cold cuts,
chocolate, breads and all things one could really imagine
eating for breakfast! They really made it special for us.
We felt pampered! We had to go to school with Kim for
two days and it was really a wonderful opportunity to visit
their school, attend a few classes and compare Indian
and German educational systems. We presented various
presentations on Religions, Weddings, Political Systems,
Music and Dances in India which really enlightened as
well as entertained the students.
All the tour students also performed a cultural display
at the German School function comprising of Indian
Dances and songs which made the audience tap their
feet and clap their hands in enjoyment! It was a proud
moment for all of us.
At home, we stayed as though we were a part of

along with the family members really well. We also got to
know about the german culture and learnt a lot from it.
Punctuality, discipline, assertiveness, tidiness and a lot
of other values came along with the fun we had in the
family. In only three days we were very attached to
everyone. I hadn't seen more helpful people before!
On the final day, the family gave both Tanvi and I
some amazing presents like chocolates, some delicious
savoury snacks and German souvenirs. The last day was
very bittersweet. Sweet as we knew this relation will last
for a lifetime and we cherished every moment we had but
bitter also because we were not ready to leave the families
and were anxious about not meeting our hosts soon. I
assure you that we will reminisce this stay forever and
living in the family was indeed a highlight of the entire
tour, leaving all of us emotionally engulfed.

Salzburg, Austria
-Swapna Marathe
Sound of Music was one of the
movie I grew up watching and singing
those lovely songs! So when we
entered Salzburg I was thrilled.
Situated along the Salzach River,
Salzburg with its baroque architecture
has an old world charm. It is one of the
best preserved cities. The name
'Salzburg' in English translates to 'Salt Castle'.
Our first stop was the Mirabell Gardens where the
famous song 'Do Re Me' from Sound of Music was shot.
Though I must say the gardens were a disappointment.
The garden turned out pretty small compared to the hype.
W e were done in about 15 minutes! After a small walk we
reached Getreidegasse on the other side of the river
Salzach. On our way we had Austrian chocolate cake 'Sachertorte'. The birthplace of the world famous musician
Mozart is right here. Though Mozart lived here only during
his early years, Salzburg is very much synonymous with
Mozart. The street is full of branded stores. We walked
through the street to reach the cemetery where a scene
from the movie was shot. Nearby standing tall atop the
Festungsberg hill is Hohensalzburg Fortress. A funicular
cable railway took us to the top where one can see the
breathtaking views of Salzburg. There was a puppet
museum at the top and one can visit the bed chambers of
the Prince-Bishop.
The next day was the 'The Sound of Music' tour with
our guide Lisa. I was astonished when she told us that no
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one in Salzburg knew about the movie. I guess the movie
was popular only in the English speaking countries! We
visited the Leopoldskron Palace from outside where the
Von Trapp family lived in the film. The location was pristine
with the serene lake reflecting the palace in it.
Unfortunately it's a private property-not open to the public.
The film was shot at different locations. We were singing
songs linked to every location - the glass conservatory,
the convent, the pavilion where Maria sang the 'Confidence'
song. Me and my friends were singing and dancing to the
song! The teenagers were watching us and probably
thinking 'What's gotten into them?' But we were oblivious
to the surroundings and enjoying ourselves! I think I was
lucky to be in Salzburg with my school friends!
On the outskirts of Salzburg is the beautiful town of
Mondsee situated along the lake Mondsee. The St
.
Michael's church in Mondsee was where the wedding
scene from the movie was filmed. The church is very
impressive with intricate wood work and sculptures. The
church looked just the same from inside as it looked in
the movie. On our way back to Salzburg we drove along
another two beautiful lakes - Fuschlsee and Wolfgangsee.
Austria will always be one of my favourite Europe
destinations. Saying goodbye to Lisa we started our
journey to Zurich. I wish I can come back again to explore
more of Austria and soak in the beauty once again at a
relaxed pace.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
– Snehal W alia
In the month of May, we began
our wonderful study tour to Europe. We
had a chance to see so many other
countries, along with Germany of
course and the family stay with a
German family was one of the best
experiences in this tour.This tour was
mainly aimed towards the Germanic
countries and discovering their culture etc.
Today I am going to talk about my experience at
Czechoslovakia. Not many people know about this state
in the central Europe, as it was a small sovereign state
with a different culture of its own and not very commonly
known like Germany is for example. It became
independent from the Austrian empire. Commonly known
as Czecho-Slovakia or the Czech – Republic.
Czechoslovakia was linked with the Soviet Union.
Due to the long term history,itisimportant to understand
that it is highly influenced by the Slavic countries. So one
may feel he or she is in Russia for example. The souvenirs
there are almost the same like the Russian ones and
traces of the Slavic culture are still evident. On 13th may,
we left Berlin and we entered Prague. Prague is the capital
of Czechoslovakia and one of the biggest cities there. Its

actual name is ' PRAHA ' but we say Prague. When we
entered Prague, it was a different feeling all together,itis
known for its unique and beautiful architecture, Slavic
influences, and the scenic locations where most
Bollywood songs have been shot. One can observe the
city well, and realize that the script there and the language
is very different than the other commonly known European
languages. The official language there is Czech, but most
people there speak English as there are many tourists
and the older people speak Russian as well as German.
I loved this place because it is like a mélange of
Russian and German culture according to me., I always
wanted to discover a Slavic country so for me I got a
chance to discover this in a short time along with Germany.
Talking about the places we saw, we visited a famous
palace which was beautiful and many guards were
protecting it all the time. It is one of the largest castles in
the world and is one of the most famous world heritage
sites. Surrounded and protected by guards everywhere
around it, beautiful scenery and marvelous architecture,
built by a Slovenian architect. It is the symbol of the
Czechs. It also has the church of the Virgin Mary and
one can see the ruins of the church of Mother Mary.It
was a wonderful feeling to discover this. We also saw the
st.George Basilica, one of the oldest Church existing in
the Prague castle. We also saw st.Vitus cathedral and
the famous ASTRONOMICAL CLOCK. It is one of the
oldest clocks in the world and still works excellently.At
the stroke of 7 in the evening, we saw many moving
sculptures in the clock; each one represents something
cultural and historic. We all were waiting, sitting down
just for the stroke of 7 so we could experience the sight
of this magical astronomical clock. The bridges were
beautiful and streets full of musicians and painters painting
beautiful sketches. Everything seemed like its straight
out from a fairy tale book! It was a very special moment
for me as I consider Prague to be one of the most beautiful
places in the world and I was so lucky I got to experience
it this time. Prague will always remain close to my heart.
The hotel we stayed at was according to me one of
the best hotels we stayed in at Europe. I'm sure most of
my fellow-mates who were with will agree to this as
everybody loved the hotel the most! Probably because
the ambiance and decoration was funky and more like a
party place! The rooms were so beautiful and it was so
sad that we were there just for one night! The hotel was
Pentahotel. I feel that we should have stayed for a few
more days in Prague to discover the culture more but we
had so much more to see. So in all this was my short but
sweet ,beautiful experience at Prague, Czechoslovakia.

GERMAN FA M I LY STAY – 2015
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- Snehal W alia
My German family stay was one of the best

experiences ever. I always wanted to experience living
with a German family as I always heard a lot about the
Germans and what we can learn from them. Finally I got
a chance because of this study tour.
In my family, there was a couple and they had two
sons, one younger and one elder. It was a perfect family!
They also had a dog and two cats! So it was perfect for
me as I love pets. Their dog was a part of their family,like
theirfifth family member. It was such a friendly dog! So
when we arrived in Numbrecht, it was so beautiful, it was
like a forest and beautiful climate. When my German
mother came to pick me up I was so happy. She worked
at the Numbrecht school as a social worker.The house
was very near to the school we had to attend. Dinner was
amazing. I also got a chance to taste all typical German
beers thanks to my family.The one thing I enjoyed was
the food at their place! Typical German salads, sausages,
waffles, meat, barbeque, and types of beer and yummy
desserts. One thing I noticed was that they drink sparkling
water over there and I was not aware of this , thinking it is
normal water , when I drank I realized its different and I
had to tell them that I drink normal water as we Indians
are mostly used to drinking normal water! But it was a fun
experience!
They had a beautiful house with pretty rooms with a
pretty fireplace which used to be lit up every evening! We
would sit near it and have hot coffee or hot chocolate after
dinner and chat about so many things, we would discuss
about things in India and in Germany, and it was indeed
an exchange of ideas, cultures, ideas, and experiences.
I miss that the most, sitting near the fireplace at night
after dinner chatting with my family! They loved all my
Indian gifts and I got many German gifts in return too.
One evening we went for ice cream and shopping, it was
a wonderful evening! Another evening we all had gone out
for pizza all other Indians and Germans! Such memorable
moments! The days at school were really interesting too!
I used to attend the classes as well as the presentations
of my fellow-Indian-friends and I helped them with it too,
we had a chance to interact with so many German children
and it was wonderful as I shared experiences about my
family and them theirs in the class. The canteen was
really nice and I liked the food a lot. So for lunch I would
eat over there while some used to eat their tiffins. But I
enjoyed the German canteen food! So I never asked for
t
i
ffin to my German mother.Then one evening we had our
dance show Bollywood and it was a super hit! They loved
it so much! My entire family had come to see it that
evening! As an Indian I learnt a lot from my family,for
example being punctual and organized in every way. We
learn and discover a lot from the German families. I also
had bought a few extra Indian key chains that I distributed
to the children in school I interacted with and applying
Mehndi to the girls was a wonderful experience! They all
loved the Bindis and Mehndi a lot! The last day of the

family stay was very special. I still remember we all were
crying at the bus stop. It was because unknowingly we
developed an emotional bond with them. I still miss them
and thanks to internet-whatsapp we message each other
often and share pictures! It feels really wonderful to have
a German family with whom we can share so many things!
I also got a chance to improve my German because of
them as I just started to learn the language. So it was a
very nice exposure for me.
This was my wonderful experience with the family
and the experience will always remain alive with me forever!

Munich
-Sharvari Kulkarni
Munich …my dream city.I
have always decided that if I go to
Germany I wouldn't return unless I
visit Munich. All the palaces and
castles of historic importance is the
main attraction of Munich .
When we first arrived in
Munich we saw Allianz Arena-The
home ground of FCB and 1860
Munich. Most of us were crazy to
go there as some of them were die hard fans of FCB.
Even I was so excited because being a football fan u get
an opportunity to visit a football stadium is totally a different
happiness. All these years I used to watch on TV that the
crowd screaming and to watch the players so closely but
I saw that place in real… as if a dream come true. The
players' dressing room, conference hall ,the place from
where they entry all this was so amazing experience.
Unfortunately just 2 days before one of the match was
played in Allianz Arena. Our guide was telling us each
and every detail of the stadium and all of us were listening
so silently that no one could have given this much attention
in school lectures also.
Then we visited BMW museum. It was so
overwhelming. All those cars ..oh my god.. to see it in
real !! Right from the first car of BMW to the latest
model..we saw them all and it was so huge museum that
three of us got lost inside the museum. We got separated
from our group and started searching for our other friends
but couldn't find even one. Then we were just climbing up
from one side then again coming down to other side and
at last found the exit. You can see how big it was. The
hotel in munich was so pretty and the interiors also. We
stayed up late in all together in one room and just played
and talked. The next day was a bittersweet one. Because
first we have to visit this grand palace and then this
concentration camp. Ahh ! Neuschwanstein Schloss…it
was really a fairy tale castle. I was so excited to visit this
castle after hearing the experience shared by my sister.
We first gathered at the foot of the mountain on which the
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castle was built. And fortunately the climate was cold
and rainy. Fortunately for me but some of us wanted a
sunny climate. But I loved the climate because everyday
wherever we went there was this bright and sunny
atmosphere and that day because of the rain the castle
was looking more magnificent. When we reached the
castle the scenery was so beautiful that one could not
take his eyes off from it. Neuschwanstein castle was built
by a shy King Ludwig in order to stay away from public
life. However vast number of people come to see his private
refugee. It was so cold that day due to the rainfall but still
the curiosity to see this fairy tale castle couldn't let us go
back. When we first entered the castle , I was numbed.
How could human hands make such a splendid piece of
art?? No wonder why it was called as a fairy tale castle.
To my amaze the castle was preserved so beautifully that
it was hard to believe that it was built in 1886. Then we
went to a bridge which was located high above the castle
and was built by the same king to have a look of his
castle. The exterior of the castle was beautifully completed
but the interior was not completed due to king's death.
After that we visited Dachau Concentration Camp. It was
the first camp built by Hitler in whole of Germany.All the
pictures and information over there brought tears in our
eyes. How could anyone be so inhuman? There were beds,
showers, toilets, working place etc of the prisoners. I
wanted to visit this camp eagerly because while studying
about world war and Germany I always wonder how these
places look today! Tour of Munich was the most amazing.
This beautiful city is like a dream land to me.

months,we were finally going to perform and we rocked
the stage...my other friends also made presentation. Then
we headed towards his home. We had dinner there and
then we went to get some sleep...we could get up late in
the morning since we had no school, It was Sunday. For
the first time we actually got interacted with all the hosts,
We walked around Nuembrecht with teachers and all the
exchange students ,chatting, clicking pics etc. Then we
headed to cafe to have pizza, which was very tasty.Then
we headed to his home. We had peaceful sleep. Next
morning we went to Sports Park. It was outstanding. We
didn't even realized how these four days passed. In the
morning we were supposed to gather at the bus stop at a
fixed time so that we could continue our further journey,
but we just could not make it on time because we did not
want to leave. It was very kind of Mrs.bischof to pack
lunch for us to eat during the journey. we all got very
emotional when it was the time to go, because we didn't
want to leave and they didn't want us to leave. The bischof
family gave us the most wonderful experience of our lives.
They were really caring ,friendly ,encouraging and curious
to know about Indian culture. They even cooked vegetarian
food exclusively for Bhargav and me. We really appreciate
and are grateful for the love and care they showed for us.
We were also amazed to see their huge collection of
classical music, their composition as well as musical
instruments. We both were really happy to get such an
amazingly perfect family and the best thing that was
common....the music...!

Family stay
Family stay

-Sharvari Kulkarni
-Saurabh Annadate

Family stay was the most awaited day in the whole
tour.This was such a nice experience to live with people
who have different culture, taste, language, food etc. My
first night in the family was a bit ackward. It was hard to
communicate with Lisa as she was not able to understand
what I was saying so I hade to speak in my broken
German but she was getting what I was saying and was
laughing at my attempts to speak German . Her house
was so huge and beautiful and her backyard was so big
and half of the place was for her rabbits. They were so
cute and clean.
Talking about the food now, first day her mom made
this yummy noodles and some kind of sour sauce. First
night as I was thirsty I asked for water and Lisa gave a
bottle of water and I had a doubt so I confirmed again that
was that water and she said yes so I filled my glass up to
top and started drinking water but after one sip I realized
that it was sparkling water and I was not able to drink that
but also I felt ackward to throw the water so I decided to
finish this glass and then take normal water but it was
not easy to drink sparkling water in one sip . then with
great difficulty I managed to finish half of the glass and

Our trip was 11th study tour to europe. The very
thought of going to Europe excited me. The most
important reason I came on this trip was the family stay.
We had three night's family stay in Nüembrecht. Before
heading to nuembrecht, We were in Brussels, we saw
atomium and everyone took snap of it, Then in market to
buy Belgiam chocolates and everyone had waffle of 1 euro.
Around 6-7pm, then we reached Nüembrecht we went to
Ursula aunt's house and we had dinner there. I was
fascinated after taking a look of her house. Jonathan's
family was actually a sweet family; unfortunately
Jonathan's sister went to Ireland for educational purpose.
The Bischof family was mind-blowing, Jojo's father,
Michael Bischof being a church musician, he had to go
to the church to play the organ. While her mother cooked
delicious typical german dinner for us. The very next
morning we went to Jojo's school. His school was actually
nifty. We attended biology and history lectures and then
we returned to his home. We ate noodles at night. We
had a nice chat with Jonathan's parents. The day had
arrived, which everyone was eagerly waiting for-Cultural
program day. After thorough practise for two long
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then finally I asked for normal water and her mom gave
me that smile as if she knew I was not able to drink that
water.Then her father started to speak in English with us
and that ackward silence vanished. Lisa's sisters were
very cute and polite . I was trying to speak in German
with them as they both were very small and were not able
to speak English. Thanks to Google translator I was able
to communicate with Lisa. In the school I made so many
German friends like Kim , Medea , Alex, Alexa , Tabea
etc. during my presentation I was a bit nervous as we
had to explain the Hindu festivals in front of whole class
but when we started doing the presentation my
nervousness disappeared . Our cultural program was loved
by the Germans. The students started dancing the
moment Bollywood song was played and after the song
'Indiawale', I felt so happy and proud of India. For them
these songs were totally different and while dancing I was
cheered up so much because the crowd was deeply
enjoying Indian music. We had so much of fun in the
school. The girls were fond of mehendi and I drew mehendi
on 4-5 girls' hand. Also Lisa's mom liked the mehendi
which I drew on her hand and mom's friend also liked it so
much that even she wanted but due to short of time I
couldn't draw mehendi on her hand so I gave my host
mother two cones as gift. My host father used to play
guitar so wonderfully and even Lisa played with him . Her
house had this huge backyard where I fed her rabbits pet
food and played with Lisa on the trampoline . We both
had a wonderful time together. She painted my nails and
I did her hairstyle which she liked so much that she came
like that to school. In afternoon she took me somewhere
on foot and that place was so amazing. There were only
trees and grass and different types of flowers. I was in
love with that place and there were two horses where I
and Lisa took so many pictures. Her dad took us to
playground where I played basketball with him and there
was river, ducks, children's play area and so many more
things. The main difference which I observed was the
working hours of her parents and their lifestyle. Her mother
use to work for 2 hours in school and her father worked
for 5-6 hours in some company.They had such a relaxed
life with a lot less stress as compared to parents in India.
They had so much time for themselves. Even the children
had less stress of exams and all. They had to choose
subjects which they like and study only those subjects.
Anyway I enjoyed a lot in Nüembrecht and the castle
was so beautiful. The walk in the forest was so peaceful
and pleasant. The last day ….everyone was so depressed
and sad and the crying ceremony started on the bus
station itself. I wasn't crying in the first place but when I
saw Lisa crying then I couldn't hold back my tears and I
broke down. It was so hard to say goodbye and to realize
that three days are over, to leave the family, these special
bonds with host mother, father, sisters and Lisa which
were built up in just three days was a lifelong experience.

Though Lisa came with us to cologne that day,stillIwas
crying and in the evening my 800 photos got deleted and
I got depressed again and she was trying to console me.
When her dad came to cologne to take lisa that time I
controlled myself and she started crying, even her dad
was holding back his tears. Ahh! It was such a wonderful
experience to stay with a German family and now have
those lifelong bonds. No more words left to express this
happiness.

Family Stay
-Rutuparna Jadhav
Have you ever felt like you have
entered a completely different terrain
with people with different lifestyles,
different cultures and even different
eyes? Well, that's exactly how I felt
when I set foot on Europe.
Jokes apart, in this article, I'm
going to try to tell you about almost
everything I did in the 4 days of family stay in Germany.If
I miss anything, sorry but hey, how do you expect me to
compress 345600 seconds of my stay into just 500
words?"
My host-sister's name was Alexa Bose. Yes, her
grandfather was Indian. Our encounter first started on
watsapp on which we shared everything and even
exchanged pictures. That is how I could recognize her
when we first met. Her parents were there to greet me
too, just like every other day, thereafter.That's one thing
I really like about Europeans, or atleast German's for that
matter. Even if it has been only minutes since you met,
they treat you like family.
On the first day, (I say 'day' because even if it was
7:30 pm, it was still quite bright outside) Alexa and I went
on a long walk around her 'village'. She calls it a village
but trust me, it is nothing like Indian villages. At night,
just like every other night, after a feisty dinner we all
gathered around the table and talked about almost
everything until sleep rang a bell.
A similar 'bell', the alarm clock, woke us all up early
each morning for a day surprises, school and rush for the
bathroom.
We went to school for 2 days in which we made our
presentations, saw the school and just chilled with friends.
We also had a mehendi session. We visited a castle on
the 2nd day after school and then headed to a café for
Pizza!
School was short on the 3rd day, as Alexa's mom,
the cheerful 'Michaela' came midday to pick us up in a
convertible and took us to a farm where we saw cows and
horses. We had to rush back home as soon we had to
leave for school for the cultural program. It was wonderful.
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Luckily no one forgot their steps, the music didn't screw
up and my extra loose skirt did not fall off. Yippee! We
then quickly hurried home for a barbeque night followed
by a campfire!
Saturday, the last day with my family, was the best
of all, especially since we got two extra hours of sleep.
All of us, along with our hosts, visited a museum in the
morning. After that we came back home for more
surprises. After a picnic lunch in Alexa's backyard, it was
time for a thrilling ride on Ronny Uncle's 1100 cc BMW
bike! I felt like an actual rollercoaster! Especially since I
was wearing a helmet and a properly padded safety jacket.
Then we went swimming. You must be thinking,
“Swimming?!? She went swimming when the temperature
outside was around 15C?!?” Yes folks, yes, I did. However,
it was ordinary swimming, Alexa's pool, (private pool, mind
you) had a roof which worked on hydraulics. Not only
that, the temperature of the water inside could be altered.
So on a cold Saturday, Rutuparna, Alexa, Michaela and
Ronny Bose were enjoying a swim in warm water at a
temperature of 35 degrees while it was 20 degrees colder
outside. Next time if I go there, you might find me swimming
even if it's raining or snowing.
A repeat telecast of the program and a bunch of
selfies later, a few of us headed to Sophia's house for a
PA RTY!
Soon it was time to say goodbye to our new friends.
We left with tears but also with memories, wonderful
friends and hopes to cross paths later in life.

Cologne/Koln:
-Rutuparna Jadhav
Introduction- May 10th, 2015 was indeed a bizarre
day for me. It was filled with tears, humour, fun, craziness
and definitely a little bit of risk.
W eleft Numbrecht early in the morning that day.As
we wished our German friends farewell, a lot of people
had their waterworks going. It was probably the last time
we were meeting and the memories we shared in the
past 4 days were unforgettable and irreplaceable. I couldn't
cry though, because no matter how sad I felt, my tears
were held in by Ambuja cement. Tada! -_Too Late to spologizeThis funny memory is during the bus ride from
Nümbrecht to Cologne. Some German students in school
had performed the song 'Apologize' during a cultural
program. As a result, the song was stuck in everyone's
heads. As Sudhir Sir, our tour manager, saw everyone's
gloomy faces after the farewell, he apologized for the fact
that it had to end this way.And, right on queue as if it was
planned, I yelled out 'It's too late to apologize!' The whole
bus erupted. So much for making people laugh.
Dancing on the Streets of Cologne-

In Cologne, we visited the Koln cathedral. It was
massive. Length-wise. Well, width-wise too, but we weren't
allowed to go deep inside as it was 'service only'.
After the cathedral, being the awesome people we
are, Soumitra, Shubham, Rohit, Soha, Bhargav and I did
a lot of crazy things. The first being dancing to 'Uptown
Funk' on a random street of Cologne. True, the road wasn't
exactly crowded but it wasn't deserted either. So as people
walked by, they watched. What about us? We danced.
Climbing Down (oxymoron intended) an EscalatorGirls do it, so do boys, exercise. To all those who
know that was a 'Pretentious Movie Reviews' reference.
And to those of you who don't… It's still a 'Pretentious
Movie Reviews' reference. Ooh yeah.
Yep, it is tiring all right. Climbing an escalator which
is going down. I must have lost a kilo doing that. Lekin
kya kare? Karna toh pada!
'Free' Metro RideLet me warn you, in Europe, nothing, I repeat,
NOTHING is for free. But, around 2 in the afternoon on the
10th of May as the sun shone down upon us, we didn't
know that. So on the 'experienced' advice of one of our
group members; we boarded a metro without a ticket. No
parental guidance, no nothing. Just blind faith in a 16 year
old, which later turned out to be a very dangerous thing.
Luckily, we weren't caught or asked to show our tickets
but if we were, we would have had to pay a huge amount
as fine and also our reputation would have been ruined.
Moral of the story, never assume anything is for free,
never trust a 16 year old and never choose vanilla over
chocolate.
That's all for now!
B-bye! See you soon!

Amsterdam,Marken and Vollendam :
-Parul Pawaskar
Our first stop in the tour was the picturesque city of
Amsterdam in the Netherlands. As we were landing on
the Schiphol airport, I could see from the plane itself just
how beautiful and green this city was. I always wanted to
visit this city and so I was really looking forward to this
experience. We got off the plane, completed all the
formalities and got fresh. The weather was really pleasant,
sunny but windy at the same time which I'd thought
wouldn't have been possible, and not at all hot. We got
into our bus for the city tour. I deliberately took the window
seat; so I could enjoy the sights outside. I could not stop
marveling at the way this city was built. Urban, yet so
close to nature. It was a city surrounded by canals and
tree lined streets. There were quaint little cafes and shops
near the canals. All the houses and buildings were made
of bricks. I could see cycles and cyclists literally
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everywhere. There were cycles parked close to shops,
cafes, in parking lots, close to the canals, everywhere I
laid my eyes on. We got down from the bus close to the
Madame Tussauds museum in Amsterdam, so that we
could visit it. However, we were really hungry so we
stopped at one of those quaint shops to have muffins.
The other half of our group though, went ahead to the
museum. We were searching for them for nearly an hour,
but couldn't locate them. They had already gone in to
visit the museum and we unfortunately could not visit the
museum too. But our walk around in Amsterdam totally
made up for it. Next, we visited the Keukenhof gardens,
located just on the outskirts of Amsterdam. Amsterdam
is specially famous for its tulips, I was really amazed to
see tulips of myriad colours and sizes growing in this
garden. We had dinner at an Indian restaurant and stopped
in a hotel in a town called Veldhoven for the night. The
next day, we visited two small fishing villages, Marken
and Volendam. Here, we saw fishing boats as well as
locals wearing colourful traditional dresses.We also
shopped a little in Volendam and ate some fish. Next we
visited a cheese and a clog factory. Clogs are made of
wood and are traditional Dutch shoes. We saw how clogs
are made. We also saw how cheeses are made and
even tasted a variety of cheeses! In the evening we visited
Zaanse Schans, also known as the windmill village
.Zaanse Schans is best known for its massive, well
preserved windmills from the 17th and 18th centuries. The
wind here was extremely strong, and we were almost
being blown away.Although we felt cold, we were really
enjoying the experience. It was really memorable. The
first part of our trip had started off really well.

Family stay in Nümbrecht
- Parul Pawasker
I think, I was the most excited for
the family stay in this tour. I could hardly
wait for it, because ever since I started
learning German I always wanted to
communicate with Germans in their
own language and through this tour I
got not only an opportunity to
communicate with them,but also to live
with them and to get to know their lifestyle. We reached
Nümbrecht on the 7th of November in the
evening.Nümbrecht is a small but beautiful,green town
and is about 55 km away from Cologne. When we reached
Nümbrecht, we waited for our host families in the
Homburgisches Gymnasium,a school which had
organised the family stay for us in Germany. I had
communicated with my host partner before, via WhatsApp.
Her name was Yuled and she was 15.We had exchanged
lots of pictures and stories,and I was really looking forward
to finally meeting her.After a while,she entered the room

we were sitting in and whispered my name and looked
around. Then I quickly got up and smiled at her and we
walked to her car.Her dad had come to pick us up.I hugged
my friends goodbye, then sat in her car and we drove to
her home. Her dad introduced himself to me and I
introduced myself too, but I spoke a lot in English because
I was afraid to make mistakes while speaking.Over a while
though, my comfort level and confidence level of speaking
in German really grew to a great extent.
When we reached her home, I was introduced to
Yuled's really warm and caring mother, Elif and her cute
little sister, Cennet.I changed my clothes and then had
some soup and chicken with the family,They really made
me very comfortable and showed great hospitality. Next
morning,we woke up at six because I had to go to Yuled's
school with her. Her mom had packed lunch for me as
well, and the school bus came to pick up both of us.I
attended some of Yuled's lectures and afterwards and
my friend Aishwarya had to do a presentation on Indian
classical dances in German. All the students loved it and
even asked many questions enthusiastically.The best
part was, we could understand them all and even answer
to them in perfect German! When they found out I sing,they
made me sing too! Their teacher also praised our German
and I felt much more confident as the praise came from a
native! In the afternoon,Yuled took me to downtown
Nümbrecht with her friend Laura and her host partner
Aniket. We explored the malls and even ate ice cream. In
the evening, we visited the castle in Nümbrecht and it
was very informative and interesting experience to hear
the guide speak in German and try to understand
everything. After a visit to the castle,all the German hosts,
their Indian correspondents and the teachers had pizza
at a restaurant. We played ice hockey and table football
too and it was really fun.I was so tired that I immediately
went to sleep that night as soon as I reached home. The
next day,we woke up at six again and got ready to go to
Yuled's school.We gave our presentation on dance again
in several classrooms. I even sang some Bollywood songs
in their music class and the students not only loved the
songs but they also recognised them and hummed with
me to their tunes. They even told me they watch and love
Bollywood films. I felt really proud. When school got over,
me and Yuled went to Laura's place because it was
Aniket's birthday and we all wanted to celebrate it together.
Laura was really an amazing girl and a good friend.Her
mom,dad and brother were also really warm and
welcoming and greeted me with enthusisam. Her mom
was an avid reader and they had lots of books in her
house,some even by Indian authors! We sat in Laura's
garden and had some noodles and cake and talked a lot!
Laura as well as Yuled were really interested in Indian
culture and wanted to know about it,so I and Aniket
explained it to them, I in German and Aniket in English.
We even showed them Indian currency notes and coins
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and they found them fascinating. Later, I and Aniket got
dressed up in our costumes because we were going to
perform in Szenewechsel,a programme held in Yuled's
school which helps the students to showcase their
hobbies and talents. when we reached the auditorium, it
was really crowded and bustling with energy and
enthusiasm. We took our seats and waited for our turn. It
was really exhilerating and made me proud to showcase
our rich Indian culture on stage to a German crowd. The
crowd loved it too! First Aishwarya performed 'Ganesh
vandana' and then all sang 'Manache shlok' in Marathi as
well as German,after which Savita ma'am played 'Hi chal
turu turu' on the mouth organ, I sang and Aishwarya
danced to it. Next was Aishwarya, Soha and Rutuparna's
Kathak performance after which there were three more
Bollywood songs and then our performances got over.Each
of our performance was greeted with thunderous applause
by the crowd. I even made some really good friends there
called Mellissa, Till, Medea and Pashmi. That night,I came
home and ate a little, then I had a nice conversation with
Yuled's mother in German about India and I told her all
the wonderful things there are to see over here. She said
she wanted to come to India some day because she had
heard how beautiful it is. Next morning was Saturday and
they had no school that day,so I went with everyone to a
tour of the museum that is close to Numbrecht. I learned
a lot of interesting things here and got back home at
around 3.Yuled had bought some gifts for me and I was
really happy as well as touched by her gesture. She bought
a German book as she knew I loved books as well as
German and some hair products because she loved my
hair. I remembered that it was my last day in Numbrecht
and I was very sad that I would have to leave. In the
evening,we performed again in Szenewechsel and the
applause was just as warm and appreciative as it was
the day before. At night, we went to an Indian restaurant
for dinner and had Biryani. Then we came back home
and I packed my bags. The next morning,I got up and
had breakfast. It was a Sunday.I went to the bus stop
where the bus was waiting for us.Yuled and her mom had
come to say goodbye to me. Everyone was crying and
really sad because they didn't know if they were going to
meet each other again. Nobody wanted to leave because
the time we had spent over here was really amazing and
everyone had bonded so well with their German host
families. Then we all hugged each other and I got into the
bus. With a heavy heart, I bid farewell to my family in
Numbrecht. It was a once in a lifetime experience and I
will never forget it.The family stay in Numbrecht helped
me in a lot of things: to explore and learn about a new
culture, to get to talk confidently in a foreign language
and improve my conversation skills and the ability to adjust
to an environment which was a bit different from the one
I'm used to. I am thankful I got this opportunity.

Nümbrecht
-Saloni Marathe
Tired and awfully sleepy, we finally reached the
Homburgisches Gymnasium School in Numbrecht. The
most exciting part of our trip was finally here! We got off
the bus, unloaded the luggage, clicked a picture with our
driver and went inside the school. We walked right inside
the staff room. It was huge and welcoming, unlike the
Indian staff rooms. Madhura and I looked around for a
while and were later introduced to our host- Sophia Guttler.
The ride to their house was mainly just awkward silence.
Mostly just talks of the weather and how our journey was
so far. When we reached, Sophia showed us the house,
her 2 horses, and different kinds of chicks and rabbits!
Her parents were sweethearts. Her mom cooked us
delicious potatoes, eggs and bread and cheese. Once
we were done, Sophia showed us to our rooms. She
stayed with us talking for a while, we gave her the presents
we had bought, and there ended our first night in
Numbrecht.
The next day we had to present on certain topics
about India and Indian culture. My topic was Hindu
Festivals. It went pretty well. I was surprised to see that a
few students knew Lord Ram and Lord Ganesh. It was
fun interacting with students of all ages during out
presentations. We also got to see others present on
Hinduism and dance. Later that evening, all the host
families along with their guests went out for pizza.
Our performances in their school were really good!
They all loved boll wood dance and music and couldn't
get enough of it. Fabienne took us out to the local grocery
store, ice-cream shop and also to the park. Our evenings
then concluded with small parties with Madhura and I,
Kim, Sophia, Alex and their respective guests. Sophia
and Kim took us horse-riding as well.
The last day of the student exchange was emotional
for some people. The hosts and the guests, both, had
developed a bond by the time our stay was over. We
clicked tons of pictures, wrote in Media's slam-book, and
took their leave.
Numbrecht is an amazing village. It's full of green
landscape and meadows. It's quaint and has an extremely
warm and quiet atmosphere. Although I was in love with
the scenery, the quietness of the place was a little
overwhelming.

Nümbrecht
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- Dr. Manali Khedkar
Green meadows stretching over miles and miles

Clear blue skies, a feast for the
eyes;
Quaint tiled homes, blossoms
everywhere,
Heaven on earth, must be here
somewhere!
The sun in my eyes, the wind in
my hair,
A panorama of colours, a fragrance in the air;
An ancient castle, a walk in the woods,
A spring in my step, my head in the clouds;
A fairytale romance, a dream come true!
Nümbrecht…I lost my heart to you!
And I lost my heart to the people of N?mbrecht.
Swapna and I stayed with Walter and Ursula, a lovely
couple, both teachers. Walter, a pianist, played the piano
for us and charmed us with interesting stories of German
history. Ursula was the perfect host and made us feel
completely at home. She treated us to many German
delicacies. We got along so well… in spite of us not
knowing a word of German beyond Danke! The HGN
school, the interaction with the school teachers and
children, the cultural program and the time spent with
Walter and Ursula are all beautiful memories I will cherish
forever.

BERLIN –The City of the W ar and the W all.
- Dr. Manali Khedkar
Berlin, the capital of Germany…the heart of a great
empire. As I entered it, just fresh from the beautiful environs
of Nümbrecht and the grandeur of the Cologne Cathedral…
got transported into another Germany...a Germany fighting
the memories of a War and a Wall.
I started to write a travelogue, a point to point
description but could not…the city overpowered me. The
grandeur of the Brundendurger Tor,The Victoria Memorial,
the tall and mighty Reichstag…the seat of the German
Parliament, The Holocast Memorial...a reminder of the
darkest page in German history…a panorama of images
creating mixed emotions.
As we toured the city over two days guided by Heike,
a walking talking encyclopedia on Berlin, perfect with dates
and details, it was a true delight. Check point Charlie, the
TV tower, the Kaiser William church, the Ka de we store.
As we took in the sights…the city tugs at your heart
strings…old grey drab houses contrasting with the new
complexes and buildings. Across the city, there are
remnants of the wall that was built overnight splitting a
city, and families forever.The graffiti on the wall gives a
glimpse into the angst of the residents. You can spend
your whole life and still not finish reading half of it. A

cobblestone line runs through the city, right behind the
Reichstag...a reminder of the Wall.
Heike implored us...this is not Germany…don't
carry this image. But for me Berlin left a deep
impression…much more than the green meadows and
dreamy fogs of Bavaria...
Berlin, my heart bleeds for thee,
A ghost from the past, wherever I see,
The war razed u to the ground,
Stoic, u never uttered a sigh or a sound;
The wall split your heart into two,
A fate worse than death for u,
Your tears have dried but your face is gaunt,
Memories from the past come back to haunt;
Scarred forever, yet your spirit still alive,
From the ashes like a phoenix u shall rise.

A Bond which can't be broken..!!
-Hrishikesh Dabir
After spending some quality
time in Netherlands and Brussels, our
group was travelling to Nuembrecht
for the family stay program.
Excitement, Nervousness were just
few of the many feelings at that time.
It was around 6 that we reached
Nuembrecht and we had to wait for
an hour till we finally meet our host families. The
excitement was just killing me in that one hour.
At around 6:50 I finally met my Host, Lisa who came
to pick me up and then began the four days of a
completely new experience for me. Two of my fellow
students were with me in the same family.After about a
10 minute car ride, we reached their home. The first dinner
with my family was pretty silent as I expected but we got
to know each other very well after that. After dinner, we
handed them the gifts that we had brought for them from
India and they liked them. It was a huge sigh of relief.
The next day we all went to my host's school where
I met up tour friends and their hosts. It was a fun day
where I experienced how lectures in Germany take place.
We also gave presentations about the topics they
requested. Me and my friend Rohit met 3 of my host's
classmates who were die hard football fans just like us.
We talked a lot about the sport which we all admire so
much which was really enjoyable. I interacted a lot with
not only mine but other hosts as well. Our presentations
about Indian dance, music, weddings went really well and
the German students seemed to have enjoyed it a lot. I
specially remember a presentation on Music where the
German students and the Indian students sang a song
together. It was quite an experience for a lifetime. We
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had a lot of fun in the school be it the presentations, the
talks with the students or the rehearsals for the Dance
we were doing at the event. Never ever will I forget the
things we did in the school.
Not just in the school but the evenings as well with
my Host family were quite spectacular. We played
Basketball, Frisbee, Talked a lot and laughed a lot as
well. There was one evening where my host's father, Walter
requested Rohit to play the Guitar and that started the
interaction with my family beyond words and language.
Rohit played and I used to sing. Then my host's father
used to play the guitar.The Music interactions used to
be quite fascinating. One day, me and Rohit cooked
breakfast for the whole family. I was so glad that we were
able to cook it for them. There was particularly a
conversation with my family about rain. They hate it and I
love it. Those four days are one of the most memorable
four days of my life. I would never ever forget those.
Then came the day I think No one wished would
arrive. 10th of May, we were to leave for Cologne and bid
farewell to our family. It was quite an emotional day.
Everyone was sad including myself. No one wanted to
leave the beautiful city but we had to. We lost nothing but
tears and took nothing but memories. At around 8:45 our
bus arrived and we left for Cologne after an experience of
a lifetime. Nothing in this world would make me forget
those four beautiful days spent with my host family and
friends. We had a bond between ourselves, a Bond which
can't be broken…

Family stay
- Gautam Katakkar
After a day in Brussels we headed to Numberecht.
The beauty of the place was just amazing. The greenery,
the fresh air, it was fascinating. Our host family, Schutz
was hosting two of us; Varad and me. We were picked up
from the school by our respective host families and so
began the much awaited family stay. On reaching home
we were given a very warm welcome by the family. Frau
Schuetz had prepared an amazing Croatian dinner for us
as she is from Croatia. The only discussion during dinnerthe Champions League semifinal between Barcelona and
Bayern Munich as Herr Schuetz was a big FC Bayern fan
and boy was I happy! There was still time for the match to
start, so Fabienne (my correspondent) her sister,Varad
and I headed out for a walk. We climbed up a hill, just in
time to watch the setting sun. The view from up there was
just breathtaking. Words cannot explain how beautiful it
was. Then we rushed back as we had to watch the match.
After the match ended we headed off to bed a bit
disappointed as FC Bayern lost. Next morning we had to
wake up early as we had to go to school. After an amazing
German breakfast we headed to school. The time literally
flew, interacting with German students, giving

presentations in classes, playing football in the break,
watching friends giving presentations and what not. It was
a fun filled but tiring experience. But all that tiredness
went out the door as all of us hosts and Indian students
walked through the woods towards the castle of
Numberecht. We had guided tours of the castle in German
as well as in English. I as usual was with the German
contingent as I knew German, listening to every word of
the tour guide as they fell on my ears.the tour was very
interesting and the view from the top of the castlebreathtaking! It was astonishing how quickly the tour had
ended. Then we headed home. Somehow while having a
chat with Herr Schutz the topic of cars popped up, and
being an automobile fanatic I was loving it. It escalated
onto how much both of us loved cars and driving! And
Herr Schutz was ready for a drive on the autobahn for
which frankly I had been waiting for since a long long
time!!The experience was out of this world!!Doing 240 kmph
isn't normal for Indians is it! Then after coming back we
had a fantastic dinner at a pizzeria with all the hosts and
Indian students. The next day we had the afternoon free
as Fabienne had off lectures. So after attending a few
lectures and getting tours of the area by our hosts we
headed to the nearby town of Gummersbach. There I had
the most amazing lunch at a famous local restaurant.
After that we had nutella krepes for desert. Nothing can
beat nutella can it? Then we rushed back as we had our
performance at the school. The other performances by
the German students were mesmerizing. After reaching
home, we rushed to bed as everyone was tired. The next
day all of us had to be at the bus stop at 9:30 am sharp
as we had booked a bus to Lindlar, an open air museum
depicting the life in old Germany.There too we had a
German guide to whom we listened to very carefully and
with some assistance from Fabienne I could get everything
he said. We bought a couple of souvenirs from the shop
and then the bus dropped us back near the school. As
we had a little time on our hands, we went for a stroll in
the park. Then all of us had the afternoon free. After
reaching home we decided to sleep for a while as we had
planned for a session of table tennis later. Well, I didn't
want to waste my time sleeping, so the plan… Obviously
a drive on the autobahn but only this time the car was a
convertible Mercedes Benz SL. This time the ride was
longer and much more fun as my only companions were
Herr Schutz, open roads and loud music. Well I simply
am out of adjectives to describe this one. I still can feel
the wind in my hair.After coming back to earth, we headed
to the sportplatz for a session of table tennis. We were
accompanied by Jonathan and two of my Indian friends
who he was hosting. We laughed more than we played
table tennis. After that we we decided to walk down to the
school as it wasn't that far. On our way we had ice cream
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and apfel strudel which again is a German specialty.After
hogging on that beautiful dessert we started walking again.
And then suddenly it started pouring. Result- me and Varad
getting drenched as Fabienne was the only one who had
a water proof jacket. We changed into our traditional Indian
kurta as we had to perform in the school once more. Even
though we had already seen the others perform the acts
were still as interesting as yesterday and still as good if
not better.After the event was over, we went home. In the
night we were having a gaming contest on the Nintendo
wii, in which I beat everyone. I did not want that night to
end coz I I knew it was our last night there. We packed
all of our stuff as we had to leave early in the morning.
The next morning was a very emotional one, as we were
about to leave for Koln. Emotions got the best of some of
us as the bus arrived. That was the end of our family stay.
These four days were undoubtedly the best of our whole
Europe tour.This was a really great experience not just
for me but all of us. And I would like to thank all the German
hosts and their families for hosting us and giving us so
many unforgettable memories.

in your life
I am very glad that I got to meet so many lovely
people and they have taught me a lot of things.

The life time visit ..Europe…!!

Nümbrecht- A small town in Germany
Falguni Khatri

-Rohit Pathak
After returning from Brussels, our next stop was
Numbrecht, the best day of life.. the family stay in an
unknown family.After going into that family the first day
was very tough to me because I was not able to speak
German and their English was a bit poor. I was with my
two friends in that family. Both were knowing German a
little bit . …..Poor me…. ;)JJ. But I catched up with them
after couple of time.
The next day, we went in their school. We attended
their lectures. It was a bit difficult to understand the
teachers as they were teaching in German and the
students were a bit week in English and I was enable to
understand German. We gave our presentations in the
school. We all were very excited to present our cultural
heritage in front of them. Me and my some friends sang
Hindi and English songs and played guitar. We enjoyed a
lot. Playing guitar for the German students was a big
experience. For one English song, we got 'once more'
from them. That was my best day in the school. I got
lovely friends like Lisa, Jonathan, Medea, Alexa, Sophia
Uled, Pashmi, Kim, and last but not the least ...Joana.J
The third and the fourth days were the best days of
the whole home stay, it was the dance program in their
school. All the students loved our 'Bollywood Dhamaka'
dance. We enjoyed a lot. I am very lucky, that I got to
experience this family stay.
This was one of the most priceless experiences
one can ever have in his or her life. Nothing can replace
experience so I suggest you to have this experience once

Zurich - Switzerland
Falguni Khatri
Our morning in Zurich began by treating our eyes
with the beautiful streets of the city that took us to the
mountains brimmed with snow,Mt. Titlis.
With the help of cable-car stations, we managed
to reach above the glacier.A visit to an illuminated glacier
cave freeze us. Reaching the top we experienced an
exciting chairlift ride on the Ice Flyer or slide down the
Glacier Park snow slide. Captured photos of giant ice
boulders & deep crevasses.
Also walking across Europe's highest
suspension bridge, the cool 'Mt. Titlis cliff walk', round
tours through glacial grottos & the highest lying hanging
bridge. At the end last but not the least we were given the
pleasure of having Pav bhaji in the coldest of the
temperature which wasn't less than a treat to us..!

Inhabited by so many lovely
people A Family tour that was arranged
proved to be a priceless experience.
Knowing not only more about German
language, but also their culture,
lifestyle, etc. was the aim of this
opportunity given :)
I know I won't be mistaken to
say that I had the best family. :) Firstly because the
language barrier I thought would be there, wasn't even
faced once. Instead they planned to stick around 24/7,
be it a museum visit, school activity, my family had always
been there with me. ?
The best getaway with my family was during the
weekend, the day right before I was supposed to go to
cologne with my tour people, my family planned me to
take to cologne where and when I got the chance to spend
family time and I've known that each of my family member
was as lovely as I had thought they'd be. Explored the
beautiful streets of cologne, lively markets, and and i won't
forget the very first and the best risotto I had with them.
Afternoons were spent cycling for hours and
spending time at the silent lakes on the way back home
with my correspondent cum German sister and brother.
:) Evenings were spent at the school performing our dance
events which were highly appreciated by all of them. The
last night at the family house was spent with couple of
my German sister's family friends namely - Simon and
Felix. :)?
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The following morning was a heavy day for me as
it was the time to bid farewell to the loveliest people on
this planet. :( I didn't and still don't know when I would
meet them and that thought made me cry. Not only me
but my entire family was up in tears. 4 days just 4 days
were lived with my family and it felt like I've known all of
them since forever.
So happy I've made a lot of memories with the
people I love. Coming back home I noticed one thing, as
and when I told my Indian parents about my family,I
addressed my German parents as my papa and mama
which gave me a proud feeling of having one more family
existing on this planet. A German family. Wouldn't be able
to thank my family people Medea, Mel (German brother),
German father and mother enough for such a lovely family
stay. :)) Love them all.

Brussels
Apoorva Rege
Brussels. Bruxelles. The capital
of Belgium. Whatever you want to call
it. It was here that we spent the best
part of half a day, and even still, it
remains the city I want to talk about
the most.
Our tour consisted of dashing from
one city to the other, from one
attraction to the other. But in Brussels, it was exactly the
opposite. The bus had dropped us off in a busy square,
and we disembarked to pleasant weather and alleyways
spiraling outward from where we were standing. If I were
expecting us to bustle off to another monument or ancient
house or whatever, I was happily proved wrong. The fact
was, we were there to just be there. Our only stop was a
short walk to something called 'Manneken Pis', and then
we were free to do whatever we wanted for nearly three
hours!
Sadly, I had no idea what Manneken Pis was until I
was standing right in front of it. And it wasn't exactly a
surprise; the name itself offered me a notion that it had
something to do with pissing, and I was right. The
'Manneken' was actually a statue (or you could say
fountain) of a little boy peeing water into a bath kept below.
It was such a unique and yet crazy sight that I almost
started laughing on the spot.
After taking dozens upon dozens of pictures in front
of the fountain, we all headed to a waffle shop, something
that almost everyone was looking forward to. With five
euros in my hand, I bought a delicious, gargantuan
strawberry-and-banana-with-chocolate-syrup waffle (which
I had no choice but to share with a friend of mine) and we
all had a blast trying to eat it, it was so big!
We were then left to our own devices. Following a
group of my friends, I strolled across the cobblestoned

street, curiously looking into interesting-looking shops on
the way. Our first stop was to buy souvenirs, something
which nearly took us half an hour,after which we casually
hung around for a while and then went to search for some
food. I (unsuspectingly) accompanied a friend into a nicelooking shop where we were looking to buy a good
sandwich or two, and though the sign said that their service
was fast, we ended up waiting behind one customer for
f
i
fty minutes before we could place our order. Even though
the 'baguette au brie' we had was absolutely fantastic, it
felt right to share this because it was probably the only
frustrating experience I had!
Brussels, for me, is unforgettable mainly because it
is a francophone city and almost everyone there speaks
French, one of the only foreign languages that I know and
understand. The rest of our trip was mainly focused on
German, and I obviously had no scope there, so I thought
that I might as well make use of Belgium while it lasted! It
made me proud to think that I could converse with
shopkeepers and the like in French, and that they could
in turn actually understand what I was saying. And to top
it all off, the weather couldn't have been better either;
though the sky clouded over occasionally, the sun always
came out in the end. In fact, it seemed as though good
weather followed us wherever we went, because no sooner
did we climb into the bus at the end of our stop, than it
began to rain madly.
In conclusion, I'd like to say that one of the main
reasons I loved Brussels is because we got so much
freedom to do whatever we wanted there. I believe that
touring an area, or a country, doesn't only involve visiting
its famous landmarks, but rather being able to experience
the actual local lifestyle and seeing what it's like to delve
deep into the small streets, shops, and scenery. I am
happy to say that this tour was planned so perfectly that
we got to visit such attractions but at the same time we
were allowed to enjoy ourselves to the very best in doing
what we wanted.

In Nümbrecht
Apoorva Rege
This summer was the summer we'd all been waiting
for: a tour to Europe, yes... But even more exciting, a
group of us students would be given the chance to stay
chez a German family in the village of Nümbrecht! When
my mother told me about it months earlier, I said yes
without hesitation, because I'm always up for this kind of
thing. And so a few weeks before our departure, I got an
email saying that I, along with Soha Karyekar, would be
staying with a fourteen-year-old Tabea Stein for three days.
It was, sadly, that email which brought out the feeling of
enthusiasm as well as foreboding inside of me. I couldn't
wait to get there, but at the same time, I wished I never
had to.
First things first: I'd like to say this, and I'm sure
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most of the group will agree with me; the one big change
I noticed when I first arrived at her home was the fact the
it was in a spacious, green neighbourhood dotted with
large white and brown cottages with slanting roofs. It was
such a contrast to the houses in India that it was almost
a marvel to my eyes! Even her house, the interior as well
as the exterior, was like a dream. If I had to count on my
fingers the number of times I asked for a pardon while I
took pictures of the unique rooms, the garden, and
especially the food, I'd probably need ten hands.
Leaving aside the house and other things, I have to
admit that before I got there, I was nervous beyond belief.
I had, of course, been in touch with Tabea over WhatsApp,
and although we had many a normal conversation, I still
did not know what to expect. One thing that slightly
unnerved me when I met her was that she was beyond
six feet tall, but despite this surprise, I found that she had
a kind face as well as a kind nature, although she was a
little shy. Even her family was terribly hospitable, and
they used to enlighten me and Soha about various German
traditions and facts about the neighbourhood and scenery.
The night we arrived, Tabea and her elder sister, Rahel,
took us around the village and described many things for
us. If we were nervous when we came, we were definitely
comfortable now.
The next day was our first at her school,
Homburgisches Gymnasium. Luckily for us, she had
English class first, so we didn't get entirely bored (At
least we could understand what everyone was saying.
Most of their other classes were taught in German!) and
immediately afterward, Soha and I rushed to watch various
presentations. Over the course of two days, we attended
presentations on religion, dance, wedding, music, and
politics, the last of which I myself did along with another
friend of mine.
The lunch breaks and evenings were spent in the
village, each host family doing a different thing. I remember
exploring the park as well as the supermarket, where I
bought many 'Haribo's and 'Milka's, along with a few
traditional German foods. Tabea was very courteous, taking
us wherever we wanted to go without a second thought.
One afternoon her family was kind enough to take us to
Bonn, a gesture which none of the others received! Soha
and I had a great time exploring the city,starting with a
walk around the House of History, followed by a fast jaunt
along the magnificent river Rhine and concluded by a
refreshing ice-cream sundae in the very heart of the city
marketplace.
That evening, all of us, along with our hosts, went
walking up to the Nümbrecht castle to tour it. We had a
great time (listening to the English audio guide, of course)
and we definitely walked out with much more knowledge
about Nümbrecht history than when we walked in. Once
we were done, we began to head back. Our walk back

through the forest was pleasantly rewarded by pizza, as
we directly headed to a pizzeria to have dinner,after which
we went back to her house and concluded our first day
staying with a German family. It wasn't, by far, as
unsettling as I thought it would be!
The next day showed our cultural programme. In the
evening, after dressing up in our traditional skirts and
kurtas, we sat through a few spectacular dances and
music performances before it was our turn to take over
the stage. For me, it wasn't daunting in the least. It seemed
like everyone really enjoyed it, and so did I.
The following day was a Saturday, and hence there
was no school (hallelujah for the German students!). It
was also our last day staying with the family, and everyone
wanted it to be worth it. In the morning, all of us left for
Lindlar, where we excitedly explored their Open Air
Museum. It was fascinating to see olden houses, stables,
as well as forges among other things, and I would be
surprised if anyone didn't take over a hundred pictures.
We had the cultural programme again that evening,
and it went as smoothly as expected. I didn't even hesitate
to provide my rapt attention throughout, and it held my
interest even though I was watching for the second time!
Back at my school, our annual 'Harshotsav' never includes
Kung Fu, ballet, and least of all life-threatening gymnastics.
No wonder my attention was never divided.
Soon after, we headed back to Tabea's house to
spend our last night, and it was a last night well spent!
Tabea, Soha and I began with chilling in front of the TV,
surrounded by snacks. We watched a movie all the way
into the night and had some interesting conversations in
between. Looking back, I really miss it now. Going back
to Nümbrecht would be a dream come true.
If I had to write down every single thing I'd miss about
that place, it would fill a book. I miss the landscape, the
weather, the activities we were part of. I miss the school
and the friends I've made. I miss the wonderful adventures
we've had with the food there. I miss everything, and if
someone gave me the chance to go back, even if it was
just for a day,I'dtake it in a heartbeat.

Dachau Concentration Camp
-Aniket Rege
"No prisoners shall be allowed to
fall into the hands of the enemy alive."Heinrich Himmler [on what should be
done with Dachau's prisoners towards
the end of the war.
]
Dachau was where it all started
for the prisoners of World War II. On
22nd March 1933 the concentration
camp was named the “the first
concentration camp for political prisoners.” After the 1935
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change in laws, which institutionalized racial the world, and how it should never be repeated, stands
discrimination, Dachau became prison for homosexuals, 16 kilometers northwest of Munich.
Jews, emigrants, and more 'deviants' (or so called by the Family Stay
oppressive German regime at the time.)
-Aniket Rege
The camp served as a model for other camps. It
When I was first approached by my mother about
claimed to re-educate and promote labor,butinallreality, the possibility of joining her on a German tour in the
forced labor was one of the many torture methods used summer of 2015, I was apprehensive. I didn't know anyone
on the prisoners. The camp also served as a SS training in the group, I didn't speak a word of German, and most
space.
of my would-be companions were all quite younger than
The prisoners were treated with the utmost me. Apprehensively agreeing, in hindsight, was one of
disrespect. They were segregated based on what kind of the best decisions of my life.
prisoners they were (homosexuals, Jews, etc.), used for
A key part of this trip would be a cultural and
shooting practice, forced to take part in medical educational exchange with a school from a little town called
experiments, killed for entertainment, and executed. The Nümbrecht, 40 kilometres east of Cologne. After landing
tortures, disregard to human rights, and apathetic view of in Amsterdam, and touring the nearby Eindhoven and
human life at this scale started in Dachau.
Dutch countryside, as well as the beautifully quaint Belgian
After the U.S troops came to liberate the prisoners, metropolis and capital city of Brussels, we stepped off
they found them in state of sickness, (approximately 1100 the bus into the clean, fresh air of Nümbrecht. I don't
prisoners) buried in mass graves, and the rest surviving think I speak for myself when I say we fell in love with the
with scars so deep that no rescuing could save them.
place at once.
So when we visited the site during our tour, I was
Lush, green, cool, and peaceful, with the kind of
apprehensive to say the least. It was right after an uplifting clean, pure air Indians are rarely exposed to. After the
and cheerful (and extremely cold) visit to Neuschwanstein long drive from Brussels, It was just the panacea we
castle near Munich.
needed. After a short wait in the chilly evening air, the
We arrived at the gates at around 4.30, and the inner students proceeded to their respective hosts' homes, and
buildings were set to close at 5.00. We rushed throughout eventually, I to mine! My host was a girl in 9th grade named
the inner buildings and saw the sorry living conditions of Laura Sievers, who I had briefly spoken to on WhatsApp
the prisoners, who were crammed into tiny living quarters the week before. I had no idea what to expect, but she
wrought with diseases and death. Prisoners were had seemed really nice while texting.
punished harshly if any aspect of their life, including the
Turns out she was even nicer in real life, along with
state of their bed, were not up to the Nazi ideology of her family! Our first major act in the exchange was having
perfection.
drinks and snacks and watching the Barcelona-Bayern
As I stood on that ground, on what were probably Munich Champions League semi final. The entire match
the bones of thousands of innocent men and women, I was punctuated and interspersed with cries of “Schön!”
was struck by the cruelty of the human race. How could This was especially when Lionel Messi was on the ball.
the hate of one man towards communities he thought After a Messi masterclass ended with a 3-0 Barcelona
lesser to his own 'superior race' lead to so much wanton win, Laura's father jokingly told me that today I was a
death and horror?
Bayern fan!(as usually I support Barcelona). I was
I understood that the German people had preserved welcomed into their home with football and food. It had to
the history of this place, not as a proud mark of their be the start of something special.
history, but as a reminder.A reminder of how fragile life is,
After the match, Laura and I stayed up talking about
a reminder of the injustice and destruction that was brought India and Germany till 3 am. After a refreshing wholesome
on by the Holocaust.
3 hour sleep, we were off to the Homburgisches
The gates are still inscribed with the following words: Gymnasium, Nümbrecht! Laura had explained to me the
three-tier hierarchy of German schooling, and that a local
Arbeit Macht Frei.
'Gymnasium,' which she attended, was the most elite of
Work will make you free.
Germany now stands free, and still ashamed of its the three tiers.
After a brief meet, we were off with our respective
history.Their brave display of their own mistakes, however,
partners
to wherever we fancied! The entire morning was
is something we can all learn from them. Dachau serves
spent
sitting
in geography, history, and French classes,
as a reminder of the triumph of humanity over adversity.
out
of
which
I
understood the most in the French class
For all his strength and intelligence and cunning, Adolf
(
i
r
o
n
i
c
)
,
a
n
d
a
b
s
o
lutely nothing in the rest. In Laura's class,
Hitler's treatment and segregation of the human race was
one other girl was a part of the exchange, hosting Parul.
not allowed to continue.
A reminder of the pain and the sorrow he brought to
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Her name was Yuled, and she was part Turkish. Laura
and Yuled were friends since 1st grade. So, in the break,
the four of us explored Nümbrecht “downtown”, a phrase
at which both Laura and Yuled burst out laughing, as the
bustling “downtown” consisted of only a few convenience
stores, banks, and the like. After enquiring and purchasing
some local German specialities at the market (mostly
Haribo and chocolate), we were back to the school to
attend to practice for our cultural program on Friday and
Saturday.
By this point Laura and I's relationship had moved
past the awkward phase, and we were starting to become
quite good friends. After a lot of hanging around, our whole
group was off to Nümbrecht Castle for a guided tour! After
a beautiful walk and a somewhat drawn out and apathetic
tour of an actually lovely castle, we were back to the
school and ready for dinner!
Dinner that night was planned at a nearby pizza
parlour called 'Alte Schmiede.” Delicious Pizza was
accompanied by many a foosball game. The first game
was Yuled and I versus Parul and Laura, which we won
10-9. The next match was a Germany-India bout, where
we got our butts royally kicked (I think Germans are just
naturally gifted at all football related things).
That night was also, surprisingly, spent talking till
late night. Many songs were exchanged that day. Biste
Braun Kriegste Fraun. That's all I'm saying. The day was
extra special because the next day (Friday) was my
birthday! Laura stayed up with me and wished me at
midnight, as I replied to 1000 messages from my amazing
friends. I also gave Laura, her mother Mieke, and her
brother and father the various gifts I had brought for them
from India. Laura liked the scarf I got her and her mother
gave me hug for all the rest of it! (Is there such a thing as
too sweet?)
The next morning I was greeted by one of the most
wonderful acts I've ever experienced. Laura and her family
had bought cake and presents for me! I was overwhelmed
by their kindness and thanked them all profusely and
awkwardly (awkwardness is just a package with me). The
day was filled with many wishes and many presentations.
We spent most of it chilling in different rooms listening to
music and dances of India, and participating with the
German students as well. Boulevard of Broken Dreams
was played around 8 times, over the course of the day.
The birthday was accompanied by many a joke and laugh,
and it was one of the best I've ever had.
The evening signalled the start of our program. We
waited around and practiced, and Laura joined in! She
became better than me at the dance in about 5 minutes
and laughed at my silly attempts in practice, and in the
final performance itself. I danced to two popular Bollywood
songs. After the program, we were back home and on
another one of our late night talks about life and the

universe (nothing so grandiose, probably just about food
or something).
Saturday was our last full day in Nümbrecht, and it
started by a tour of a nearby open air museum of Lindlar,
where German life in the 19th and early 20th century was
preserved. I was not accompanied by Laura for this trip,
as she had an important tennis match to attend (She is
an avid sports player and fan). After walking around
absorbing the sights, and honestly just waiting to get back
to Nümbrecht, we were back. What happened next was
probably my most favourite memory of our entire tour.
Laura had promised to walk a local dog as a job,
something she had done many times before, and I of
course gladly accompanied her, being a dog lover myself.
We walked all through the Nümbrecht countryside, and
found a treehouse overlooking the entire landscape and
just sat there chilling and talking. It was one of the most
peaceful and brilliant experiences of my life. On our long
walk to the next village it started pouring! So Laura, I and
the dog ran for our lives through the pouring rain back to
the house through that beautiful landscape, as we had to
get back in time for the cultural program round II in the
school. Needless to say, we got soaked, and it was the
most fun I'd had in a long, long while. After dropping off
that weird dog (She randomly used to drop and roll in the
grass) and seeing one of the most beautiful and clear
rainbows both of us had ever seen, we were back to the
school.
We managed to reach about 15 seconds before the
start of my act, which I think I aced (probably not). After
that, our group of four left for the downtown to enjoy our
last night in Nümbrecht. Yuled and Parul had to leave for
a dinner hosted by Yuled's parents, so Laura and I having
bought an entire tub of ice cream, hid from the cold in a
bank (yup) and ate the entire tub of ice cream. After
meeting a few of Laura's friends outside, we went back
home and spent our last night doing the same thing as all
the nights before. Just sitting, chilling, and talking, like
two normal teenagers.
And as I left the next morning with strongly mixed
feelings, I realised that in a short span of not even four
days, I had developed a bond that I hoped would last for
the rest of my life. I hate being dramatic, but I'm going to
say it. I think I now have a family in Germany too :')

Allianz Arena
Allianz Arena. The moment I was waiting for my whole
trip had come. 15th May,2015. I could never forget that
date. This was the home ground of Bayern Munich, one
of my favourite football teams. For me, it was not just a
ground, it was a temple. I was so excited.
We also had a tour of the stadium. It was like heaven
for me. I had dreamt of being in this stadium for many
years. And I was finally living it. The infrastructure, the
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design, the stands, all were so good.
We arrived at the stadium at 3pm. Our tour was
scheduled to start at 3.30pm. we waited for the guide to
come. On our way we saw many people wearing Bayern
Munich jerseys. I badly wanted to get my hand on one.
But I decided to wait until the tour got over.
So our tour guide arrived at 3.30 pm. Firstly, we went
to the away supporters stand. The guide explained to us
that only away teams' fans are allowed here. She told us
that Allianz Arena is the only three-story stadium in
Germany. We were all struck with awe! The stadium was
so big! It was an architectural genius. Then the guide told
us about it's history.The stadium was completed in 2005
and was used for the World Cup matches in 2006. It is
not only used as the home ground for Bayern Munich,
but also another team from Munich, 1860 Munich.
The stadium is also used for rock concerts other
than football matches. Then the guide proceeded to show
us the dressing room of Bayern Munich. It was no less
than a shrine for me. It was a heavenly feeling to actually
be in the room where the players are during every match.
Then we proceeded to see the shower room and the press
room. We came to know that only three matches in the
entire history of the stadium were not sold out. There, I
learned that Germans are very passionate about football.
We finished the tour shortly after that.
Now was the time to visit the Bayern Munich fan
store. I was so awed by all the things there. I did buy
some and I was so glad about it.
So, hopefully Allianz Arena is one of the many
stadiums I visit in my lifetime. But the Allianz arena, it's
good for a start!

Family Stay
-Bhargav Joglekar
Nümbrecht. The name still echoes in my mind. I
had never thought that I would have such an emotional
bond with this town. After Amsterdam and Brussels, it
was time for Nümbrecht. We arrived at Nümbrecht on the
evening of Wednesday, 6th May. I had spoken with my
correspondent, Jonathan before through email and I was
very excited to meet him. I knew it was going to be fun
living with him, inside his house, and with his parents.
So we arrived in Nümbrecht at 6.30pm. Jonathan
had his drum lessons, so we waited for him at Mrs. Ursula
and Mr. Walter's house. We were to have dinner together
with them and after dinner we were to go to Jonathan's
home. After dinner, Jonathan's mom performed a lovely
opera song. I was completely spellbound. Her voice was
too good.
When we went to Jonathan's home, His Dad greeted
me and Sourabh. We quickly unpacked our bags and I
removed the gifts I had brought for them. They included
two traditional kurtas for Jonathan, different types of tea

for his mom, facewash and after shave lotion for his Dad.
They all loved my gifts and they were so fun to be with! I
liked the small family instantly.
Jonathan also had an elder sister, Hanna who was
in Ireland for an exchange program. She had been to Pune
on an exchange program. So Jonathan knew a fair bit of
things about Pune and India.
After giving the gifts, we all went to sleep as we had
school in the morning. The name was Homburgisches
Gymnasium. We woke up in the morning at 6am and
after getting ready, we all sat for breakfast. The fruits there
were too good. I loved them. The bread was fresh. The
breakfast was very heavy and we were all ready for school.
After arriving in school, we went to Jonathan's class
for the first class, Physics. As the teacher taught in
German, I was not able to understand much. But after
looking at the figures drawn on the board, I was able to
understand a bit. They were learning about electric circuit
today.After the small break, Jonathan hada free period.
He asked me and Sourabh to tell him more about Indian
food. His friend, Sandro also joined him. We explained
different types of Indian food and both of them listened
with utmost attention. Then Jonathan introduced me to
his other friends- Max and Daniel.
At 2pm, the mayor of Nümbrecht gave a speech to
our whole group. They expressed their gratitude towards
us and also thanked us for being there. We and our hosts
were given certificates by her. But unfortunately Jonathan
was not there because he had his sports class.We were
told that we were to visit the famous castle of Nümbrecht
with our hosts. So we visited the castle after the school
got over at 3.30pm. It had been decided that we were
going to have our dinner at a pizza café in Numbrecht.
The payment was arranged by the school and we had a
lot of fun there. After pizza, we played table soccer.Then
we returned to Jonathan's home. We were very sleepy.
And so, I and Sourabh slept instantly.
The next day dawned. It was the day of our
performance. We were all very excited. Jonathan had half
day school that day. So the school got over at 12.30pm.
Jonathan had an appointment with the dentist after school.
So I and Sourabh rested for a while until he came back.
Then we had our lunch. Jonathan's mom had prepared
some type of Austrian noodles with some wheat balls
and a sauce. It was very delicious. We had time until
6pm. So Jonathan suggested that we can play Table
Tennis. We both agreed. We went to the clubhouse where
they had the table for Table Tennis. We were there for an
hour or so and then we decided to leave as all of us had
to get ready for the concert. We reached the school
auditorium at 6pm. We practiced for a while outside the
auditorium until 7pm. The concert started at 7pm. It was
full of the most skillful and wonderful performances. Finally
our turn came. We were really nervous. We danced the
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best we could and the performance was greatly
appreciated by the audience. Jonathan congratulated mr
after my performance. I was very happy to hear that. We
were so happy with ourselves after the performance. We
were now waiting eagerly for the other performances now.
I met a new girl named Joana during the concert. She
was also going to perform. I love dher performance. She
made friends with our whole group. It was a very nice
feeling.
At the end we had Jonathan's drum performance and
Oh My! He was exceptional. I congratulated him after his
performance. He was very happy to receive this
compliment. After the concert ended, we met Jonathan's
mom who congratulated both of us. When we reached
home, I wasn't hungry at all. But Sourabh had the Austrian
noodles. After that we went to sleep as we we were very
tired.
Jonathan had no school next day as it was Saturday.
But a trip to a museum which had houses from different
time periods was planned for us. We had to reach the
school entrance at 10am. We went to the museum by
bus. It was a great museum and I absolutely loved it.
After he visit, we returned home and had lunch. Today,
Jonathan's mom had prepared French pancakes called
crepes. It was very similar to the dosa we have here. After

lunch, we again went to play Table Tennis where we were
joined by our friends, Gautam and Varad, along with their
host, Fabienne. After returning, we got ready as we had
to perform the concert once again that day.The concert
that day was even better. We were so proud of ourselves.
The audience had loved us. We were very happy in that
town. We never wanted to leave it. We wanted to stay
there forever.
But as soon as I had said that I realized that we
were going to leave tomorrow. I just happened to lay awake
all night. I almost cried then. I didn't wanted to leave these
people, this school and this town. And finally the morning
dawned.
We were told to wait at the bus stop at 8am. We
arrived there after having our breakfast. And then, I could
no longer hold my tears back. I was going to miss everyone
around there. I started sobbing I didn't wanted to leave
Jonathan or his family but I promised him that I would
return. I would. Jonathan made me smile when he said
that he was going
So, Nümbrecht was one of the best things that ever
happened to me. I hope to visit that town again as soon
as possible. I miss the people, the school and everyone
very much. I promised everyone there that I would return.
I am sure that I would!

‘amR>r gh^mJr {dÚmÏ¶mªMr ‘ZmoJVo

\°${_cr H$er Agoc? AmnU H$go amhÿ Ë`m§À`m~amo~a. 7 dmOVm
_cm Am{U ñZohccm _mPr hmoñQ> _Xa ¿`m`cm Amcr Am{U
Amåhr Kar Jocmo. gwédmVrcm gJi§M Iyn doJi§ dmQ>V hmoV§.
Iyn _‚mm `oV hmoVr Ë`m§À`mer O_©Z_Ü`o Jßnm _mam`cm. Ë`m{Xder
EpëOZZo Am_À`mgmR>r {MH$Z Am{U g°cS> Ho$c§ hmoV§. Vo Iyn
M{dï> hmoVo. `mdoiMr EH$ AmR>dU. _cm {MH$Z hmVmZo Im`cm
AmdS>V§. ZdrZ XoemV Ë`m§À`m {eï>mMmamV Vo H$Xm{MV ~gV
Zmhr. åhUyZ _r Oam X~H$VM EpëOZcm hiyM {dMmac§,

\°${_cr ñQ>o
Eoœ`m© gmZo
ho eãX Oar EoH$co Var _Z ^ê$Z
`oV§. _wimV _mP§ `m Q´>rncm OmÊ`mM§
H$maUM "\°${_cr ñQ>o' hmoV§._r Jocr 4
dfmªnmgyZ O_©Z {eH$V Amho. _cm Ë`m§Mr
d BVa gd© Jmoï>r _mhrV H$ê$Z ¿`m`À`m
hmoË`m. _cm gdm©V OmñV CËgwH$Vm
\°${_cr ñQ>~o Ôc hmoVr. nU Qy>a gwê$ hmoÊ`mÀ`m AmXë`m {Xdern`ªV
_cm \°${_cr {_imcr ZìhVr. _mPm Iyn {dag Pmcm hmoVm
H$maU \°${_cr ñQ>o gmR>rM _r Qy>acm OmUma hmooVo Am{U åhUyZ
_mP§ aSy>Z nU Pmc§ hmoV§. AIoa Qy>acm Om`À`m {Xder åhUOo
3 _o cm _cm Elgin (my host mother) Mm _oc Amcm. Vmo _oc
~KyZM _r AmZ§XmZo CS>çm _mam`cm cmJco. Ë`mZ§Va Amåhr
EH$_oH$m§~Ôc _m{hVr gm§{JVcr. _r {Vcm Ooìhm gm§{JVc§, H$s
_r O_©Z {eH$Vo Voìhm Vr Iyn Iwe Pmcr. Ë`m_wio AmVm _r
nyU©nUo V`ma hmoVo Qy>acm Om`cm.
Qy>aMo n{hco XmoZ {Xdg _ñV Joco Am{U _J Amåhr nmoMcmo
Numbrecht _Ü`o gJioM OU Iyn EŠgm`Q>oS> hmoVo H$s

'durfen wir mit den Handen essen? (Are we
allowed to eat with our hands?) Vr hgcr Am{U

_mÂ`mH$S>o ào_mZo ~KyZ åhUmcr, "`og, ewAa.' Am{U _r _mPo
AmdS>Vo {MH$Z hmVmZo Im`cm cmJco. ~Km`cm Joc§ Va hr Iyn
N>mQo >r Jmoï> Amho, nU Amnë`mH$S>o Amcoë`m A{VWtZm H$å\$Q>~} cr
amhVm `md§ hm gyú_ {dMma Vo H$aVmV, hr {H$Vr _moR>r Jmoï> Amho.
_J gJù`m§er ZrQ> AmoiI Pmcr. gJio åhUOo _mPo hmoñQ>
\$moXa Om°Z©, XmoZ ^mD$ go~pñQ>`Z Am{U ~oZo{S>ŠQ> Am{U AmB©
EpëOZ. Ë`m{Xder WmoS>çm Jßnm Pmë`m Am{U Amåhr Ë`m§Zm
Ë`m§À`mgmR>r AmUcocr {JâQ²>g {Xcr. am§Jmoir pñQ>H$g©, AÎma,
Q>r eQ>©²g, AJa~Îmr Am{U _±Jmo nën Am{U Ë`m§Zm ho gJi§
O_©Z_Ü`o g_OmdyZ gm§JVmZm Iyn _Om Amcr. am§Jmoir ñQ>rH$a
Ë`m§Zr cJoM Kam~mhoa cmdc§ Am{U _J Amåhr gJio Pmonm`cm
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Jocmo.
nwT>À`m {Xder EpëOZZo Amåhmcm 7.30 dmOVm emioV
gmoS>c§. VoìhmMr EH$ AmR>dU. Ë`m{Xder gH$mir Amåhmcm
Iyn W§S>r dmOV hmoVr Am{U _r nm`_mooOo KmVco ZìhVo. Voìhm
_mPr hmoñQ>_Xa _cm hiyM ImoQ>§ImoQ>§ {MSy>Z åhUmcr, ""H$m` ho,
_moOo Kmc AmYr. Ho$dT>r W§S>r Amho. _r VwPr AmB© Amho. Ë`m_wio
Vwcm _mPo EoH$mdoM cmJoc.' ho EoHy$Z _cm dmQ>c§, Ia§M _mPr
AmB©M _mÂ`mer ~mocVo Amho. _J emioV Joë`mZ§Va _mPr EH$m
AË`§V ào_i _wcrer AmoiI Pmcr. _o{S>`m. Vr _mÂ`m ^maVr`
_¡{ÌUrMr, \$mëJwZrMr correspondent hmoVr. _r {VÀ`mer O_©Z_Ü`o
Iyn Jßnm _maë`m. Am_Mr KÅ> _¡Ìr Pmcr. _J 10 dmOVm
_mP§ Am{U nmê$cM§ àoP|Q>oeZ hmoV§. {S>\$aÝQ> Šcm{gH$c
S>mÝg\$m°_©g² hm Am_Mm {df` hmoVm. Vo {dfX H$aVmZmM _r
H$ÏWH$ {eH$V Agë`m_wio H$ÏWH$ H$ê$Z nU XmIdm`Mo Am{U
_J eodQ>r Amåhr gJù`m ñQw>S>§Q²>gZm ~mocmdyZ Ë`m§Zm _r ~m°crdyS>
S>mÝg {eH$dm`Mo. BVH$m A{dñ_aUr` AZw^d hmoVm hm, H$s
O_©Z cmoH$m§g_moa O_©Z_Ü`o àoP|Q>oeZ H$aU§, Ë`m§À`m àým§Zm CÎma§
XoU§, Ë`m§Zm gJù`m§Zm _mPm S>mÝggwÕm IynM AmdS>cm. Am_M§
àoP|Q>oeZ gdmªZm BVH§$ AmdS>c§, H$s XmoZ {Xdg Amåhmcm ~mam
doiocm àoP|Q>oeZ H$amd§ cmJc§. H$mhr dJmª_Yë`m _wcm§Zr
_mÂ`m~amo~a \$moQ>mogwÕm H$mT>co. _cm AJXr "gwnañQ>ma'gmaIo
dmQ>V hmoVo. _J Ë`m {Xder Kar Joë`mda Iyn Jßnm Pmë`m.
Am{U _J gd© hmoñQ> \°${_ctgmR>r {nÂPm nmQ>uMo Am`moOZ Ho$co
hmoVo. Ia§Va _mPo hmoñQ> \$mXa Am{U hmoñQ> ~«Xg© `oUma ZìhVo.
H$maU Vo {Xdg^a H$m_ H$ê$Z Iyn WH$coco hmoVo. nU \$º$ _r
Ë`m§Zm `m`Mm AmJ«h Ho$cm åhUyZ _mÂ`mgmR>r Vo Amco. _mÂ`m
AmZ§XmgmR>r Vo X_coco AgVmZmhr Amco. _cm Iyn "cH$s'
dmQ>V hmoVo.
nwT>À`m {XdergwÕm emioV àoP|Q>oeZ Pmco Am{U _mPm EH$
O_©Z {_ÌnU Pmcm. \o${cŠg ñQ>±Ho$. Ë`mÀ`mer nU O_©Z_Ü`o
Jßnm _mê$Z Iyn _Om Amcr. Ë`mZo O_©Z g§ñH¥$Vr, emimnÕVr
`m gJù`mMr _m{hVr {Xcr. Ë`mM {Xder Am_Mm H$ëMac
àmoJ°_gwÕm hmoVm. Vmo nU Iyn N>mZ Pmcm. Xþgè`m {Xder _r,
EpëOZ, go~mpñQ>`Z Am{U ñZohc IaoXrcm Jocmo. Iyn Mm°H$coQ²>g
KoVcr. go~mpñQ>`Z~amo~a _r \w$Q>~m°c Ioico. gm`H$qcJ Ho$c§.
Ë`m{Xder c§Mcm Iyn _Om Amcr. EpëOZZo Am_À`mgmR>r
_wÔm_ {~`m©Zr Ho$cr hmoVr. Am{U _cm nmoQ>°Q>mo g°cS> Im`M§ hmoV§.
Vo nU Ho$c§ hmoV§. Ë`m{Xder Iyn Jßnm Pmë`m. Aa|O _°aoO
{df`r ~mocU§ Pmc§. _hmamï´>r`Z c¾ H$g§ AgV§ Vo _r gm§{JVc§.
{dYr åhUOo H$m` ho gm§{JVc§. Am{U _cm ho gJi§ O_©Z_Ü`o

gm§JVm `oV§` ho nmhÿZ Iyn N>mZ Am{U g_mYmZH$maH$ dmQ>c§.
Ag§ dmQ>V hmoV§, H$s _r _mÂ`m ñdV:À`m KarM Amho. Vo Ia§M
_mPo nmcH$ AmhoV. _J Amåhr Ë`m§Mm c¾mMm Aë~_ nm{hcm.
Ë`m {Xder nU g§Ü`mH$mir Am_Mm "H$ëMac àmoJ«°_' Pmcm.
_mÂ`m \°${_cmcm _mPm S>mÝg Iyn AmdS>cm. Ë`m§Zr _cm KargwÕm
S>mÝg H$am`cm gm§{JVcm. Ë`m {Xder _r _o{S>`mÀ`m Kar OmD$Z
Amco. {VÀ`m AmB©~m~m§er, ^mdmer Iyn Jßnm _maë`m. gJù`m§Zr
_cm O_©Z~Ôc H$m°påßc_|Q²>g {Xë`m. Vo EoHy$Z _cm Iyn AmZ§X
Pmcm. _J _r _mÂ`m Kar Joco Am{U Amåhr Jßnm _mê$Z
Pmoncmo. nwT>À`m {Xder AmR> dmOVm Amåhmcm gJù`m§Zm {ZKm`Mo
hmoVo. OmÊ`mÀ`m AmYr _r Ë`m§À`m~amo~a Iyn \$moQ>mo H$mT>co.
aSy>Zhr Pmc§. Ë`m§À`m~amo~aMo ho g§~§Y gX¡d AgoM amhVrc.
^maVmV Amë`mdahr Amåhr ìhm°Q²>g A°n, \o$g~wH$_wio g§nH$m©V
AgVmo. ñH$mBndê$Z pìh{S>Amo H$m°c Ho$ë`mda Ë`m§Zm BVŠ`m
{Xdgm§Zr ~{KVë`mda _cm Iyn AmZ§X Pmcm. Ë`m§Mr KamVë`m
BVa _§S>iter AmoiI Pmcr.
{H$Vr {chÿ Am{U H$m` H$m` {chÿ? {H$Vrhr {c{hc§ Var
Iyn H$mhr {chm`M§ am{hc§` Ago dmQ>Umar hr Q´>rn IamoIarM
A{Ve` doJir Am{U gw§Xa AZw^yVr XoUmar Pmcr. Am{U Vr
_cm Á`m§À`m_wio H$am`cm {_imcr Ë`m Ho$iH$a _°S>_ `m§Mr _r
gX¡d F$Ur amhrZ. `m Q´>rnÀ`m AmR>dUr H$m`_ AmZ§X XoV
amhVrc.
***

German Host PartnersMedea Krassowka
Es war wunderschön mit meinem indischen
Gastmädchen, vor allem, wenn sie für uns gesungen,
getanzt oder gekocht hat und es war (auch menschlich)
eine Erfahrung, die ich für kein Geld der Welt bekommen
könnte!

Lisa Mesch
Es war eine sehr schöne Erfahrung indische
Austauschschüler zu haben! Wir hatten viel Spaß bei
unseren Ausflügen wie zum Beispiel Schloss Homburg
aber auch beim Pizza essen.
Wir haben zusammen gesungen und meine Familie
und ich konnten indisches Essen probieren.
Ihren Auftritt beim Szenenwechsel werde ich nie
vergessen!
Froh bei diesem Austausch mitgemacht zu haben,
kann ich nur "Danke" sagen, dass sie gekommen sind.
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Laura Sievers
That I agreed to take part in the cultural exchange
programme was one of my best decisions in my life. Even
though it lasted only four days I had a very good time and
experienced a few “little adventures” which I'll never forget.
I didn't only learn many interesting things about India; I
learnt how to dance a traditional Bollywood dance and to
see Nümbrecht with different eyes! I had so much fun
with my exchange partner and we became friends very
fast. Although I didn't want to cry when he left Nümbrecht,
I had to. I wished that that he and the whole group would
have stayed a few days longer. I'm really looking forward
to go to India and see him again. If someone would ask
me whether I would do this cultural exchange programme
again, I would agree without hesitation.

Kim Schwerin
Da ich selber Familienmitglieder aus Indien habe,
war es gar keine Frage, ob wir Gastkinder aus Indien
aufnehmen oder nicht. Für uns war es sofort sicher, dass
wir gerne Austauschschüler aus diesem Land begrüßen
würden.
Als Frau Rautenbach uns dann die Handy-Nummern
der Schüler gegeben hat, und ich die Namen der Mädchen
erfuhr, die bei mir wohnen würden, war ich sehr aufgeregt
und gespannt mit ihnen zu schreiben. Auch Indien hat
WhatsApp!
Ich habe ab diesem Tag wirklich jeden Tag und jede
Minute in meiner Freizeit mit den beiden Mädchen
geschrieben. Dort konnte ich schon einiges über die
beiden erfahren. Lustig fand ich es, dass sie sagten, sie
würden in einer kleinen Stadt neben Mumbai leben, die 5
Millionen Einwohner hat.
Als dann der Tag der Ankunft gekommen war, waren
alle aus meiner Familie sehr aufgeregt. Wir haben uns
gefragt, wie es denn sein wird und ob das mit unseren
Englisch Künsten hinhaut.
Aber als sie dann endlich bei uns waren, ist uns
aufgefallen, dass das gar nicht so schwer ist und man
sich sehr gut mit ihnen unterhalten - wenn auch manchmal
mit Händen und Füßen - und viel Spaß haben kann.
Ich habe die Tage und Ausflüge mit den beiden sehr
genossen und es war schön, auch mal die anderen
indischen Gäste kennen zu lernen. Es gibt bestimmt noch
so viel, was wir uns hätten erzählen können.
Allgemein hatten hoffentlich alle genauso viel Spaß
wie ich.
Ich hätte sie gerne noch länger hierbehalten, um noch
mehr mit ihnen zu unternehmen. Leider waren alle Tage
so gut organisiert, dass leider keine Zeit für private
Ausflüge mit der Familie war.
Aber ich bin mit allen Schülern weiterhin in Kontakt
und freue mich wahnsinnig auf den hoffentlich

stattfindenden Rückaustausch 2016.
Ich würde mich riesig freuen, ihre Familien mal
kennenzulernen.
Auch interessant sind bestimmt die Kultur und vor
allem die indische Tradition, von der ich immer noch viel
zu wenig weiß.

Jonathan Bischof
Der Besuch der Inder war eine der besten und
interessantesten Erfahrungen, die man machen kann. Wir
haben viel über Indien gelernt, wie z.B. indische Musik,
Küche, Politik, Schule und Religion, aber vor allem war
es toll zu sehen, dass wir unseren Gästen in vielerlei
Hinsicht wirklich ähnlich sind. Es gab viele gemeinsame
Interessen, wie Fußball, Tischtennis und Musik, über die
wir uns austauschen konnten. Der krönende Abschluss
des Besuches waren die beiden Szenenwechsel-Auftritte
der Inder. Der letzte - vielleicht nicht ganz so krönende Abschluss war dann die Abreise am Sonntag. Alle waren
traurig, da man in den vergangenen Tagen viele neue
Freunde kennengelernt hatte, die jetzt alle schon bald
wieder in Indien waren. Doch die meisten von uns bleiben
in Kontakt und werden sich schon bald wiedersehen.
Vielleicht in Indien?
Meine Erfahrungen mit unseren indischen
Gastschülerinnen
W ie fing es an? Alles begann damit, dass unsere
Tochter uns fragte, ob wir eine indische Gastschülerin
aufnehmen könnten… Nun haben wir bereits zum dritten
Mal indische Schülerinnen zu Gast, dieses Mal zwei
Studentinnen.
W ie ist es mit der Verständigung?
Die funktionierte vom ersten „Hallo und herzlich
willkommen“, zumal die beiden dieses Mal nicht nur
Englisch, sondern auch Deutsch und Französisch
sprachen… Das wurde ein lustiges Kauderwelsch,
Verständigungsprobleme gab es nicht.
Was ist „typisch indisch“? Natürlich sind in Indien
die Menschen genauso verschieden wie bei uns. Uns
erschienen bisher alle unglaublich offen, interessiert,
unkompliziert und dankbar für die Erfahrungen, die sie
auf ihrer Reise machen konnten, vielleicht speziell in
Nümbrecht, weil sie dort in Familien untergebracht waren.
Was war schön? Schön war es vom ersten
Augenblick an mit Erhalten der Kontaktdaten… Sofort
stellte sich ein intensiver Mailwechsel ein mit Austausch
von Fotos der Familien inklusive Haustieren, Erfragen der
Vorlieben beim Essen und über welches Mitbringsel aus
Indien wir uns denn freuen würden…
Als wir die beiden in Empfang genommen hatten,
gab es sofort Gesprächsstoff und das hörte über die ca.
vier Tage auch nicht auf. Die Unterhaltung begann auf
dem Weg zum Auto und hörte jeden Tag erst gegen
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Mitternacht auf, was nicht daran lag, dass es nichts mehr
zu erzählen gegeben hätte. Wir hatten unendlich viel
Spaß miteinander und haben selten mit Besuch so viel
gelacht….
Was war interessant? Natürlich war es für uns
interessant zu erfahren, wie die beiden in Indien leben,
über ihre Wünsche und manche Traditionen zu sprechen,
indischen Tanz kennenzulernen und ihre Vorstellungen,
was denn „typisch deutsch“ sei, nämlich z.B.
Kartoffelsalat, Bier, Schokolade und Dirndl. Wir kamen
manchmal ganz schön ins Überlegen z.B. über die Frage,
wo in Nümbrecht es denn etwas typisch Deutsches zu
kaufen gäbe…,
oder nach Katzenfutter ohne Rindfleisch zu suchen,
eine der beiden wollte ihrer Katze nämlich deutsches
Katzenfutter mitbringen…,
oder dass beide sich standhaft weigerten, Socken
anzuziehen und lieber kalte Füße und Halsschmerzen in
Kauf nahmen…
Was war nicht so schön?… dass wir viel zu wenig
Zeit füreinander hatten..
W as geschah beim Abschied? Der Abschied verlief
tränenreich und traurig… Auf jeden Fall wollen wir uns
wiedersehen in Indien oder in Deutschland…. auf jeden
Fall aber per Skype…
Und dann? Seitdem schreiben wir uns fast täglich,
obwohl die Europareise längst zu Ende ist und beide
wieder zu Hause sind…
Wir haben inzwischen die ganze Familie
kennengelernt, wissen, wie ein indischer
Geburtstagskuchen aussieht und dass es dort auch
Schwarzwälder Kirschtorte gibt, dass „unsere Töchter“
im nächsten Jahr wieder kommen wollen „zu unserem
Haus mit Mutter deutsch, Vater deutsch und den Brüdern“,
bekommen immer wieder Nachrichten und sprechen über
Skype miteinander. Auch unsere Kinder stehen in

Parents'
My daughter, Parul had gone for
the 11th study tour to Germany and other
countries with Savita madam and Shilpa
madam. It has been a week since she
is back but she is still to come out of
the trip mode. The experiences that she
encountered during the tour form much
of our discussion on the dining table
every evening. The family stay,thevisit
to various countries, the group's performances in school,
the bonhomie of the entire group, this and much, much
more. Since Parul wishes to pursue a career in foreign
languages, she had much to gain from the tour. The
knowledge of local dialects, the customs, the lifestyle,

lebhaftem Kontakt mit ihren indischen Schwestern.
Sonst noch was? Wir sind dankbar,
-weil es wunderschön ist, im fernen Indien „Töchter“
zu haben und eine Familie zu kennen, in der man
willkommen ist….
-einander zu vermissen, weil wir eine zwar sehr
kurze, aber umso intensivere, komplikationslose,
interessante und fröhliche Zeit miteinander gehabt haben
-und morgens auf Whatsapp „guten Morgen Mutter
deutsch“ zu lesen…
Außerdem ist es einfach schön, ein Stückchen der
großen weiten Welt in einem kleinen Nümbrechter
Dörfchen zu Besuch zu haben….
Jederzeit wieder!!!
Elgin Caspar-Rother

Alexa Bose
Für mich war der Indische Besuch eine wunderbare
Erfahrung. Wir hatten in diesen 4 Tagen unfassbar viel
Spaß, und es entstanden wunderbare neue
Freundschaften. Es war unheimlich Interessant die
Indische Kultur aus erster Hand kennenzulernen und sich
die Zeit in der Pause mit Henna malen zu vertreiben.
Die Museums besuche waren aus meiner Sicht leider
etwas Langweilig,was jedoch nichts an der Stimmung in
unserer Gruppe änderte. Bei dem Szenen Wechsel
konnten wir die eindrucksvollen Bollywood Tänze ansehen
und später am Abend bei Freunden die fremde, aber
dennoch sehr Stimmungsvolle Musik genießen. Von
unseren Indischen Gästen lernten einige von uns
Traditionelle Tänze und außerdem wunden viele Vorurteile
über das Indische Leben vertrieben. Egal wie schwer der
Abschied war, ich bin einfach glücklich bei diesem Projekt
mitgemacht zu haben. Außerdem bin unfassbar dankbar
das ich neue Leute und eine ganz neue Kultur
kennenlernen durfte.

Feedback
the education system, the local history, etc has given her
an enriching experience. Savita madam and Shilpa
madam were very caring guardians during the entire tour
and I am sure that their valuable experiences which they
shared with students must have certainly been the
highlight of the tour.The pre and post tour meetings with
parents and students were an excellent idea as the parents
were also kept in the loop throughout. I went in flashback
mode during the post tour meeting when a film about the
tour and
the photographs were shown and when the children
shared their experiences. I became nostalgic.
The year 1997-98 seemed just like it was yesterday.
I was one of the 18 members around the world selected
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for a course ' Management of urban infrastructure ' in
Germany on a Carl Duisberg Gesselschaft scholarship.
With my wife pregnant, it was a hard decision to make. I
decided to go for the course. A strenuous language course
in Saarbreucken followed by classes in Stuttgart and
company training in Bremen was what the course was
about. I had learnt that the Germans are reserved and
shy. But I realised that you can win the Germans if you
speak their language. I did precisely that and the Germans
warmed up to me. It is a matter of pride for me that I could
top both - the language course and also the technical
course. I shared a good camaraderie with many Germans
who have remained friends of mine to this day. Germans
too are very inquisitive about our country, our customs,
the unity in diversity of our country. It's just the matter of
getting close to them. The experience that I had from that
tour was invaluable and has helped me a lot in my career
thus far.This precisely was the reason why I jumped up
to the opportunity of sending Parul for a study tour. I am
sure she and all the other students have mellowed from
this experience. A window to a new world outside our
world has been opened to them and it is now up to them
to grab this golden opportunity with both hands. I am
looking forward to such a tour for my younger daughter,
Mahee two to three years from here
5 stars from me to Savita madam and Shilpa madam
!!! Take a bow, Madams !!!
Aniruddha Pawaskar
9689931324

My kid's Europe Tour
Summer vacation is something
which each one of us always looks
forward to. In school life, it is more so
exciting and enjoyable time to spend.
My son, Hrishikesh, was appearing
for his board exams this year and as
we do every year, we discussed about
vacation this year many times. But
this time, we wanted to make it a bit
special. Cometh information of this
'exchange' program and our excitement grew. Once we
came to know the details from Shilpa madam, it was an
instant 'YES' for Hrishikesh to be part of it. We enrolled!
Right from the start, where we asked numerous
questions and queries, to the orientation programs, to
travel information and arrangements, to conducting this
tour, it was splendidly thoughtful, organized and showed
lot of experience of the organisers in conducting such
wonderful but not-so-easy activity.
Having said this, on the day of departure (3rd May),
we were slightly tensed. Although, Hrishikesh had travelled
(without us but with some group) to adventure camps here
and there in India, travailing abroad without us and too for
almost three weeks, six countries made us worry a bit.

But of course, the reassurance was there from the
organisers and friends travelling together.Thanks to the
orientation programs and practice sessions, a very good
team was already formed prior to travailing.
During the tour, we had very little contact with
Hrishikesh. From all his activities, travailing, excitement
and time difference, we could hardly speak with him 5-10
minutes in a day. But whatever we could speak, day by
day we realized the unique experience he was going
through. Most of the places visited were suitable to kids
of his age depicting the value it was adding to him. From
gardens to cathedrals, chocolate factory to BMW
workshop, Berlin wall to Mount Titlis it was wonderfully
thought out and very well executed plan. And yes, not to
forget Allianz Arena, world famous football stadium, which
is very close to Hrishikesh's (and probably everybody's)
heart. Just awesome! May be, once in a life time experience
for some.
But the show stealer was the family stay! This surely
is once in a life time experience for all. Being able to
spend some time with families based in Europe,
understand their culture, habits, views and much more is
something we had never thought of earlier.As soon as we
came to know about family stay, we also came to know
how immensely beneficial it can be. The chosen families
were excellent; their hospitality and friendliness was
appreciable. The programs in their schools, where either
of them expressed their own country, was one of the
highlights of the tour. Kudos!!
Often during the conversations we had with
Hrishikesh, he was so happy, excited and enjoying the
tour, he would mention about not coming back to India.
But came back safely on 20th!
We found this concept, planning, communication &
execution extremely good. Shilpa madam and Savita
madam worked very hard to make this happen. Thanks!!
SOTC played their part in Visa formalities, flight bookings,
hotel bookings and travel bookings within Europe. Each
of the travailing and hotel facilities were five star worth
rating. (Especially, the hotel in Prague which Hrishikesh
absolutely loved!)
It was memorable experience to all the kids as well
all the parents. We hope the team keeps on arranging
such wonderful programs in years to come. Sincere and
best wishes!
We would like to mention, for any help required in
future, we would be more than happy to contribute.
Thank you for such a delightful tour and once again
best wishes for future endeavours! Keep up the excellent
work!!
Rahul Dabir
(+91-9960 63 63 77 / rahul.dabir@outlook.com)
Mrunal Dabir
(+91- 98221 22588 / mrunal.dabir@gmail.com)
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""¶wamon Q´>rn- Am‘Mo ñdßZ''

hmoVo. IynM ZdrZ Jmoï>r nmhm`cm, AZw^dm`cm {_imë`m. {eñVrÀ`m
dmVmdaUmVyZgwÕm øm _wcm§Zm Ë`m§Mm EH${ÌV doi {_iV hmoVm.
_m¡O, _Om, ImUo, {nUo, X§Jm gdmªMr cwQ>mcyQ> hmoV hmoVr. ho
\$moQ>m ~KVmZm OmUdco.
O_©Z \°${_crV AgVmZm, gmohmMm \$moZ Amcm, "_mPr Zdr
\°${_cr Iyn N>mZ Amho. `mMm àË`` Vr nwÊ`mV Amë`mdagwÕm Amcm.
gÜ`m {VMr XmoZ Kao AmhoV. EH$ nwÊ`mV d Xþgao O_©Zr_Ü`o.
gmohm Amë`mnmgyZ Iwe hmoVr. {VÀ`mV Pmcocm ~Xc OmUdV
hmoVm. AmË_{dœmg dmT>cm hmoVm.
amoO gH$mir "AmB©@@ Mhm@@!' hr Amamoir Wm§~cr hmoVr.
MhmMr OmJm O_©Z ñQ>mBcZo H$m°\$sZo KoVcr hmoVr. AmVm _cmgwÕm
Am`Vr H$m°\$s {_iV hmoVr. Zmï>m H$aVmZm Aa~Q> Ma~Q> ImÊ`mnojm,
Vr OmJm \«w$Q> Á`ygZo KoVcr hmoVr. gdmªV _hÎdmMr Jmoï> n{hco H$mhr
{Xdg H$moUVrhr Jmoï> H$aVmZm _mPr nadmZJr _mJV hmoVr. _cm Oam
Amœ`© dmQ>co! Amnë`m ^maVr` g§ñH¥$VrV "AmB©' J¥{hV Yacr OmVo.
nadmZJr _mJUo Va XÿaM...
Q´>rn_Ü`o IaoXr H$aÊ`mMm AZw^d gmohmZo KoVcmM. {H$Vr d H$m`
IaoXr H$amdo hm {dMma {VZo Ho$cm Amho `mMr OmUrd Pmcr. `m
Q´>rn_Ü`o "ì`mdhm[aH$'OJmV gmohm ghO {Z^md cmdy eHo$c `mMr
ImÌr nQ>cr.
H$ëMac A°pŠQ>pìhQ>r gmXa H$aVmZm gmohm AOyZ CÎm_ nÕVrZo
H$WH$ gmXa H$aVo. gmXa Ho$cocm ^mJ H$mhr A§eM hmoVm, `mMr WmoS>r
I§V dmQ>cr. H$maU gmohm_Ü`o VodT>r j_Vm Amho. nU `m j_VoMm
dmna cmOoImVa Ho$cm Zmhr H$m? hm {dMma AmcmM. nU O_©Z
cmoH$m§Zr {VMo Kw§Jê$ KoVco, Ý`mhmico, àý {dMmaco hm Amcocm
AZw^d {Vcm Iyn H$mhr {eH$dyZ Jocm. A§JmV Agcocr "H$cm' gmXa
H$aVm Amcr nm{hOo `mMr OmU Amcr.
"`wamon Q´>rn'Mo AZw^d {chm, Ago coIZ H$am`cm gm§{JVë`mda
EH$m {XdgmV, EHo$ {R>H$mUr AgyZ {c{hcoco gmohmMo coI Anyd©M
åhUmdo cmJoc. XhmdrMm Aä`mg EdT>çm ZoQ>mZo Ho$cm Zgoc.
gmohm_Ü`o Pmcocm ~Xc, AmË_{dœmg hiyhiy ~mhoa nS>V Amho
d Vmo AZw^dVm `oV Amho ho cjmV Amco.
`mMo Iao lo` Amho {eënm aoJo d S>m°. g{dVm Ho$iH$a `m§Zm.
Ë`m§Zr Am`mo{OV Ho$coë`m {Z`mo{OV d A{dñ_aUr` `wamon Q´>rncm!
Ë`m§À`m g§`moOZmZo BVa Xoem§_Ü`ogwÕm "H$ëMac EŠgM|O àmoJ«°_'
gwê$ ìhmdoV hr _ZmnmgyZ g{XÀN>m!!

ñQw>S>§Q> H$ëMac A°ÊS> EŠgM§oO A°pŠQ>pìhQ>rO- `wamon-O_©Z
Q´>rn - _wcrcm nmR>dUma H$m? Agm \$moZ Amë`mda _ZmV EH$
AmZ§XmMr cHo$a CR>cr. hr _mÂ`m _wcrgmR>r, gmohmgmR>r Mm§Jcr
g§Yr hmoVr. gmohm AH$amdr AmQ>©²g, {df` - O_©Z d Xþgar Jmoï> åhUOo
Jocr Xhm df© Vr H$ÏWH$Mo {ejU KoV Amho. Ë`m_wio {Vcm øm
g§YrMm nwaonya Cn`moJ hmoB©c Ago dmQ>co.
gmohmÀ`m ~m~m§Mo "`wamon Q´>rn' ho ñdßZM Amho. `m ñdßZmMm
`moJ _wcrcm `oV Amho, åhUOo XþYmV gmIa!
`wamon_Ü`o H$moUVr {R>H$mUo ~KUma ho H$ië`mda ~m~m§Zr Amåhmcm
Jßnm§_YyZ N>mQo >r "`wamon Q´>rn' KS>dcrM. Ë`m§À`mM CËgmhm_wio gmohmÀ`m
Q´>rnda {e¸$m_moV©~ Pmco.
`wamon Q´>rncm gmohm OmUma ho R>aë`mnmgyZ H$m` d H$go KS>V Joco
hoM H$ico Zmhr. EH$Q>r OmUma åhUyZ _ZmV WmoS>r YmH$YyH$ hmoVrM.
nU AH$amdrMr narjm hmoB©n`ªV hm {df` H$mT>m`Mm Zmhr Ago R>aco.
nU _Z em§V ~gm`cm V`ma ZìhVo.
EH$XmMr AH$amdrMr narjm nma nS>cr Am{U `wamon Q´>rnMo dmao
OmoamV dmhÿ cmJco. Q´>rngmR>r cmJUmè`m _hÎdmÀ`m Jmoï>tn¡H$s XmoZ
Jmoï>r- nmgnmoQ>© Am{U pìhgm! nU øm _hÎdmÀ`m Jmoï>r SOTC
MwQ>H$sgaer gmoS>dë`m. Ë`mZ§Va _hÎdmMr Jmoï> åhUOo IaoXr!
IaoXr H$aVmZm ImD$ H$m` ~amo~a hdm `mMr ^cr_moR>r `mXr
V`ma Pmcr. H$maU ImÚg§ñH¥$VrMm àW_ A_o[aHo$Mm AZw^d hmoVmM.
^maVr` ImÚg§ñH¥$VrMr {O^oMr Md ghOmghOr ~Xcm`Mr ho _moR>o
AmìhmZM hmoVo! hm àý S>m°. g{dVm Ho$iH$a d {eënm aoJo `m§Zr
gmoS>dcm. gd© {dÚmÏ`mªZm EH$ ^maVr` nXmW© AmUÊ`mg gm§{JVco.
gdmªV gmono! AmoPo H$_r, dOZH$mQ>m da Om`Mr ^rVr Zmhr d gdmªZm
gd© nXmW© {_iVrcM `mMr ½dmhr!
AIoa Q´>rncm Om`Mm {Xdg R>acm. gH$minmgyZ JS>~S> gwê$
hmoVrM. EImÚm "gmgy'à_mUo gyMZm§Mm ^{S>_ma gwê$ hmoVmM. AWm©V
`m gyMZm H$miOrnmoQ>r hmoË`m, ho H$iÊ`mBVH$s Vr _moR>r hmoVr. KamV
ngmam H$aUmar _wcJr gmVmg_wÐmncrH$S>o H$er amhUma? O_©Z
cmoH$m§_Yë`m {eñVrcm gyQ> hmoUma H$m? doioda PmonUma, CR>Uma
H$m? ImÊ`mgmR>r _mJo H$moU cmJUma? Cnmer am{hcr Va? Ago
AZoH$ àý _ZmV JXu H$aV hmoVo.
AIoa gmohmMr ~g gwQ>cr d _ZmVco {dMma VoWoM WmondyZ Yaco,
Vo AJXr gmohm naV `oB©n`ªV...
A§Ocr H$m`}H$a
n§Yam {Xdgm§À`m àdmgmZ§Va gmohm ^oQ>cr. OoQ>c°JMm {dMma Z
H$aVm, EH$ amÌ Amåhr ~mocV ~gcmo. {H$Vr ^a^ê$Z Vr Q´>rn~Ôc
""nwam O_©Zr Rw>JXm...''
gm§JV hmoVr. AJXr nwUo gmoS>co Vo naV nwÊ`mV nmohmoMon`ªV gd©.
nadmM 2015Mr "ñQ>S>r Qy>a' O_©Zrgh `wamon_Yo OmD$Z gwIê$n
ho gd© EoH$V AgVmZm OmUdco Vo Amåhmcm {Xcoco eoS>çyc d
Ë`m§Zr R>adccoco eoS>çyc V§VmoV§V EH$M hmoVo. Ë`m_Ü`o H$moUVmM naV Amë`m{àË`W© JoQ>Qw>JoXa hmoV§. gJir _wc§ AOyZ nyU©nUo ^maVmV
~Xc Ho$cm ZìhVm. R>aë`m doioà_mUo d {R>H$mUm§à_mUoM gd© KS>V naVcocrM ZìhVr. gmh{OH$M "`wamon ñQ>S>r Qy>a'~amo~a Á`m gw§Xa
XoemV {\$aco, gw§Xa _mUgm§Zm ^oQ>co, O_©ZrVë`m Kam§_Ü`o Mma {Xdg
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am{hco. Ë`m gJù`mVyZ Vr cdH$a ~mhoa
`oVrc Ago dmQ>Vhr Zmhr!!
ømdo i r _mÂ`m _w c rM§ Eoœ`m©M§
{gco Š eZ Pmc§ Am{U _r Oamí`m
Q>Ýo eZ_YoM \$½`wg© Z H$m°cO
o _Yë`m "{X J«Qo >
Am°JZ© m`Pa, _oZ H$moAa Aem Ho$iH$a _°S>_Zm
^oQ>m`cm Joc.o .. Am{U H$m` gm§J?y n{hë`m
nmMM {_{ZQ>mV _ZmdaMm VmU niyZ Jocm.
ñQ>S>r Qy>aMm BVH$m Xm§S>Jm AZw^d Agcoë`m Ho$iH$a _°S>_À`m
g_OmdÊ`mVyZ Omo ñnï>nUo OmUdV hmoVm. _wcm§À`m pìhgmMr V`mar,
{VH$S>À`m amhÊ`mÀ`m gmo`r, ñQw>S>Q§ > EŠñM|OMo Mma {Xdg, {VWë`m
Mmcr[aVr, dmVmdaU Am{U `m gJù`mer AmnU H$go {_iVo OwiVo
¿`m`Mo! {edm` Ë`m d {eënm _°S>_~amo~a AgUmaM hmoË`m. EgAmoQ>rgr
V\}$ AgUmao d O_©ZrVcr gJir O~m~Xmar gm§^miUmao lr. n|S>go
gahr gmo~V AgUma hmoV,o ho EoH$y Z {Zü§VnUo Eoœ`m©cm ñQ>S>r Qy>acm
nmR>dÊ`mgmR>rMr V`mar Pmcr d nwErc 20 {Xdgm§gmR>r Vr "`wamon ñQ>S>r
Qy>a'cm admZm PmcrgwÕm...
_wimVM O_©Z {eH$V Agë`mZo {Vcm WmoS>o hm`go dmQ>VM hmoV,o
nU Varhr {VH$S>Mm Accent, Fluency O_oc H$m? O_©Z_Ü`o Jßnm
_maVm `oVrc H$m? ho àý _ZmV hmoVM
o . nU H$m` Amü`©... {VH$S>o
Joë`mda, hiyhiy ~mocm`cm cmJë`mda ~mocUo g_OV Joco Am{U
AmË_{dœmg dmT>cm. Hw$R>ë`mhr O_©Z ì`º$sH$Sy>Z "Vy N>mZ O_©Z ~mocVog'
ho EoH$ë`mda AmZ§Xmgh {VMm CËgmh dmT>cm Am{U AmË_{dœmghr!
O_©Zr_Yrc Numbrecht _Yo Eoœ`m©cm Mma {Xdgm§gmR>r amhm`cm
Oo Ka {_imc§ Vo Iyn N>mZ hmoV.§ Ad¿`m Mma {Xdgm§V {VZo Ë`m§Zm d
Ë`m§Zr {Vcm Amncogo Ho$co. Ë`m§À`m Mmcr[aVr, dmVmdaU, {eï>Vm,
gä`Vm Am{U Amncr g§ñH¥$Vr `m§Mr MM}gh XodmUKodmU Pmcr. Eoœ`m©
H$ÏWH$ {eH$V Agë`mZo {VZo H$ÏWH$ d ~m°{cdyS> S>mÝgMr àmË`{jHo$
XmIdyZ gdmªMrM _Zo qOH$cr d H$cocm ^mfm ZgVo ho nQ>c.§ VgoM
Hw$R>crhr H$cm hr ñdV:cm d Xþgè`mcm {H$Vr AmZ§X XoD$ eH$Vo hohr
AZw^dc§... H$cm hm XmoZ _Zm§Zm, _mUgm§Zm, Xoemcm OmoS>Umam Xþdm
Amho hohr Ia§!
O_©ZrVë`m Mma {Xdgm§~amo~aM Am°pñQ´>`m, pñdËPcªS>, H«o$e
[anpãcH$, hm°cS§ > B. ZdZdrZ Xoe Ë`m§À`m gm¢X`m©gh d d¡{dÜ`m§gh
~KVmZm Eoœ`m©gh gJirM _wc§ haIyZ Jocr hmoVr. øm gd© Qy>a Xaå`mZ
Ho$iH$a _°S>_ d {eënm _°S>_ øm _wcm§Zm Iyn N>mZ _mJ©Xe©Z Am{U
Ë`m§Mr H$miOr KoV hmoË`m. Am{U åhUyZM Amåhr gd© nmcH$ BWo
{ZYm©ñV d doJù`mM g_mYmZmV hmoVmo.
Aem øm ñQ>S>r Qy>g© øm d`moJQ>mVrc {dÚmÏ`mªgmR>r Iyn Cn`wº$
AmhoV. Vo Oo {eH$V AmhoV Vo gd© Ë`m§Zm AZw^dm`cm {_imc§, H$s
Ë`m§Zm Iyn hþê$n `oVmo. Qy>acm OmÊ`mAmYrMr Eoœ`m© Am{U Qy>ahÿZ naV
Amcocr Eoœ`m© ømVcm gwX§ a \$aH$ _r ~KV Amho Am{U Ë`m~Ôc Ia§M
Ho$iH$a Am{U {eënm _°S>_Zm _ZmnmgyZ YÝ`dmX! hr gJir _wc§
naXoemV O~m~XmarZo KoD$Z OmD$Z gwIê$n naV AmUUo hr _moR>r OmoIr_

Ë`m crc`m nma nmS>VmV. Am{U lr JUam`mÀ`m Amerdm©XmZo ømnwT>ho r
nma nmS>V amhVrc ømM Ë`m§Zm _ZmnmgyZ ew^Ào N>m!!
Eoœ`m© naV Amë`mda {VÀ`m O_©Z _Xaer \$moZda ~mocVmZm Iyn
N>mZ dmQ>c.o H$moU Hw$R>co amhUmao AmnU... Mma {Xdg Amncr _wcJr
O_©ZrV OmVo Am{U naV Amë`mda AJXr _ZmnmgyZ åhUOo, H$s ""_mPr
AmVm XmoZ Kao. EH$ ^maVmV Am{U EH$ O_©ZrV...'' ho {dœMr _mPo
Ka, {dœ~§YVw m! øm g§H$ënZoM§ BVH§$ N>mZ CXmhaU Agy eH$V§ H$m?
{^Þ XoemVco {^Þ cmoH$ _ZmZo EH$ hmoU,§ IynM J«Qo > Amho ho gJi§!
nadmÀ`m JoQ>Q>w JXo a_Yo Qy>a_Yco gJio \$moQ>mo d pìhS>rAmoO ~KVmZm,
_wcm§À`m ~amo~arZoM Am_À`mhr Mohè`mda VmoM AmZ§X \w$ccm hmoVm.
W±Š`y Ho$iH$a _°S>_... Eoœ`m©cm hm `w{ZH$ Am{U J«Qo > AZw^d {Xë`m~Ôc!!
Eoœ`m©Zo Ho$coc
o o H$WH$Mo VV²H$ma Am{U Vo ~KyZ AmZ§XUmao O_©Z emioVrc
ñQw>S>Q§ >² g, {ejH$, nmhþUo Am{U Z§Va {VÀ`m~amo~arZo AmZ§XmZo ZmMUmao
gd©OU ~KyZ Iyn AmZ§X Pmcm... Ooìhm Ooìhm hm AmZ§X AmR>dc
o Voìhm
Voìhm _Z AmZ§XmZo åhUV ZmMoc, ""nwam O_©Zr Rw>_H$Xm...''

H$m¡_wXr MméXÎm gmZo

¶eñdr ¶wamon Xm¡am
‘mPr ‘wcJr nméc ZwH$VrM O‘©Zrgh BVa Xoem§Mm Aä¶mgXm¡am
H$ê$Z Amcr. nmê$c {hcm O‘©Zr VgoM BVa naXoer ^mfm§‘Ü¶o H$[aAa
H$am¶Mo Amho. Xm¡è¶mMo g§nyU© {Z¶moOZ lr‘Vr g{dVm Ho$iH$a H$aUma
AmhoV hr ~m~ ‘Z gwImUUmar hmoVr. EH$Va ’$½¶w©gZ H$m°coO‘Ü¶o
nméccm Ë¶m O‘©Z {eH$dV hmoË¶m d gdm©V ‘hÎdmMo åhUOo Ë¶m§Zr
AmÎmmn¶ªV Vã~c Xhm Aä¶mg Xm¡è¶m§Mo ¶eñdr {Z¶moOZ Ho$co hmoVo.
nmê$c Jocr Vmo AH$amdm Xm¡am. ¶m Xm¡è¶mVyZ Iyn ‘moR>m AZw^d {‘iUo
ñdm^m{dH$ hmoVo. O‘©Zr d BVa Xoem§Zm ^oQ> XoD$Z VoWrc g§ñH¥$Vr,
^mfm, cmoH$m§Mr {dMmagaUr, gd¶r B.Mr ‘m{hVr hmoUma hmoVr.
VgoM Xm¡è¶mXaå¶mZ lr‘Vr g{dVm Ho$iH$a d lr‘Vr {eënm aoJo
¶m§À¶mH$Sy>Z {d{dY Xoem§Mm B{Vhmg, Ë¶m§Zr Ho$cocr àJVr B.Mr XoIrc
‘m{hVr {‘iUma hmoVr. Xm¡è¶m‘Yrc "’°${‘cr ñQ>o'hr g§H$ënZm Va
’$maM A’$cmVyZ hmoVr. O‘¥Z n[admam~amo~a amhUo, g§dmX gmYUo,
EH${ÌV OodU H$aUo B. ‘wio Ë¶m n[admamer ZmVo KÅ> hmoÊ¶m~amo~aM
Amnë¶m ‘wcm§‘Ü¶o AmË‘{dœmgXoIrc {Z‘m©U hmoVmo d nmê$cÀ¶m ~m~VrV
AmåhmZm hoM {XgyZ Amco. {VÀ¶m “H$[aAa’À¶m Ñï>rZo ¶m Xm¡è¶mMm
{Vcm Iyn ’$m¶Xm Pmcm Amho ho Z¸$sM. Xm¡am Pmë¶mZ§Va ‘wcm§gh
nmcH$m§ZmXoIrc Xm¡è¶mg§X^m©V gmXarH$aU H$aÊ¶mV Amco ho {deof.
Ë¶m‘wio nmcH$m§ZmXoIrc Xm¡è¶mg§X^m©Vrc d¥Îmm§V "Am±Imo XoIm
hmc'åhUOoM ’$moQ>m|‘YyZ d Ë¶m {Xder ‘wcm§Zr Ho$coco Z¥Ë¶, Jm¶Z B.
‘YyZ ~KVm Amcm. lr‘Vr Ho$iH$a d lr‘Vr aoJo ¶m§Mo ‘r ¶eñdr
{Z¶moOZm~Ôc A{^Z§XZ H$ê$ BpÀN>Vo VgoM ^{dî¶mV BVa ‘wcm‘wctZm Ë¶mMm cm^ {‘imdm åhUyZ XmoKtZm ^{dî¶mV Xm¡è¶m§Mo {Z¶moOZ
H$aÊ¶mMr {dZ§Vr H$aVo.
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nyOm nmdgH$a

Khavayyegiri
Days
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 7
Day 8
Day 9
Day 10
Day 11
Day 12
Day 13
Day 14
Day 15

Name
Shubham & Manali
Sourabh & Sharvari
Snehal & Gautam
Pallavi & Apoorva
Tanu & Hrishikesh
Aishwarya & Bhargav
Soha & Varad
Rohit & Parul
Aniket & Falguni
Shalaka & Soumitra
Madhura , Saloni & Rutuparna
Tanvi & Swapna

Sweet
Khava Poli
Sanja Poli
Kaju katli
Bhopla Gharge
Puran Poli
Karanji
Amba Barfi
Gul Poli
Shankarpali
Naram Boondi ladoo
Besan ladoo
Chikki

Spicy
Kachori
Tikhat Mithachya purya
Methi Theple
Pharsan
Pohe Chivda
Khakra
Batata Chivda
Kadboli
Khakra
Shankarpali
Shev, Chakli
Bakarwadi

FEEDBACK FROM THE SOTC TOUR LEADER MR. SUDHEER
Dear Mrs Kelkar,
Hi, it was a great pleasure as a tour manager to accompany you and your students to Europe.
One of the highlights of the tour was my stay with Mr Martine Shröder. I managed to interact with
him quite extensively and learn more about the German culture which will come in handy on my future
trips to Germany. He looked after Mr. Pendse & me very well.
Your students were indeed a credit to you. They gave me a lot of respect which was quite touching.
They ensured that I had my meals on time and even provided me with Indian snacks which they had
briught along.
All in all it was a truly memorable and enjoyable trip. I wish you and your students all the very best in
your endeavours. I thank each one of you from the bottom of my heart. It was an experience which I will cherish
in years to come.
Regards.
Yours sincerely.
Sudheer N.C, SOTC Tour Manager.
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From the German
Newspaper

_ZmMo ûcmoH$
_Zm loð> Ym[aï>ç Ordr Yamdo§Ÿ&
_Zm ~mocUo ZrM gmo{eV Omd|Ÿ&
ñd`| gd©Xm Z_« dmMo dXmd|Ÿ&
_Zm gd© cmoH$m§{g ao Zrddmd| Ÿ&&7Ÿ&&
Sei Deine Seele M ut erfüllt
Lass Sie Dulden böses W ort
Sprich dürftig, sei gut
Bring den Seelen Frieden und Gult

ZH$mo ao _Zm Ðì` Vo ny{T>cm§MoŸ&
A{V ñdmW© ~wpÕ Zo ao nmn gmMo Ÿ&
KS>o ^moJUo nmn Vo H$_© ImoQ>o Ÿ&
Z hmoVm§ _Zmgm[aIo Xw:I _moR>o Ÿ&&9Ÿ&&

OZr gd© gyIr Agm H$moU AmhoŸ&
{dMmao _Zm Vy{M emoYy{Z nmho Ÿ&
_Zm Ëdm§{M ao nyd©g§{MV Ho$co Ÿ&
V`mgm[aIo ^moJU| àmá Pmco Ÿ&&11Ÿ&&

W ünsche nie, was dir nicht gehör
t

W er ist zufrieden un der W elt?
Mein Geist, bedenke dies erst
Deine Taten - gute oder schlechte
Fallen auf dich doch zurück

Dich verdirbt die Selbstsuch nur,
Und die Untat zur Sünde führt
Und das Gewollte nie erreicht

From the book by Dr.Vinita Mahajani
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